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ABSTRACT
A Statistical Study of the Dependence ©f the Int#gr&t®d Wave p©w#r o f 
Geomagnetic Puisttton® between 0,1 H i and 1,0 H i upon the Solar W ind
Dynam ic P resiure 
by
CdJttae C. Cocheci 
Uowspsity of New Hampshire, May, 1000
We prewta & ilatfatfcd stady of the tafiaence of the solar wtad dyaafflte pregsme on 
the ponw of geomagnetic pnkatiois ta the frequency tangs of 0,1 to Lfl H i l&ramd the 
MperpostttoB of the Pci and Pci*! frequency range*)- The w kr wtad parameters are caicu* 
lated ®tag data from tbs lo ia r Wtad Ixpsrtaw t and from the Magnetic Field totranieot 
os board the WIMP ip M tta ft, IMng greasd data from the Antarctic AGO wrap and 
northern hemisphere stations m  t a i compand the itaopated power o f pnfaatfois between 
0,1 and PO Hi with the rotations of the gotar wtad dynamic pressure, on wato of fg fira l 
horns, On the dayside there b a h itte r than §01 correlation bftwaa, tacr®a§m/decrea«« 
of iolar wind dynamic pinm ra and enhanosmfBtf/depletloM of mm  pews', Many mm  
crests occw daring periods of eoretaM solar wind dynamic prwras,
Th«e results w g g t that the mm prodactfou nschinlim  driven by the m petoiphw ic 
compression due to sotar wtad dynamic pmmare .represents a trigger of the ULF mwm 
produced to the enter magnetosphere and recorded on the ground. The presence of the 
wares during periods of taw constant solar wind pressure Is not to contradiction with @w 
proposed msrifamfem, it put mane that the dynamic pressure b not the only compression 
mechanism,
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The San represent* lbs soiree of fer if l sotar*t«rr©iitrtaI phenomena, T ie streaming
loafed plasma fiowtag through the tffierplaietgry spare radially away from tb# im  b called 
it#  gote wild* In fts complicated tateraciloa with the magnetised Barth, Ik# solar wind 
creates a c«m#t4fi» shaped magnetosphere and dtffereat dbttaet plasma regimes
wttkla ft, Magnetospksfe physfcg b li® pan ©f ipaee that studies tbs phenomena
©©earring tastd© the magnetosphere and at the boundary botwrea the magnetosphere sod 
the solar wlids called tk© magnetopause, Some msgDitaspkata mmnk  b e&rrifd out re* 
motely from tk® groand with tastnmret* suck as magnetometers, rfemeters, aid antennas. 
In mu observations k b  mad# posfhl# by fljrtag different tastomeat# on mckm sad satel* 
lit® , T h «  fti situ data la w  resulted ta a (u p  growth of oar knowbdp and tmdaretaiidtag 
of magaetafpbari© phenomena, aid they complement tk© grorad ebiiFfatlQ ii father than 
making them obsolete.
Ground ofesermtloM are mad© possible by ptama wares. These ptafma msm a n y  
^formation about Ike ptama that predoon them, and about tk# plasma that they p  
through. Plasma wares a n  in s ffe t or take enerp  ^away tom  tk© ptama. The pound 
slpatures of nltradow frequency (ULF) plasma im m  which w tfiiat©  ta space are known as 
geomagnetic puisatlois or simply oieropmtaatlois, and they cm be measured with tk© aM 
of itapto instrements called magnetometers, Depending on tk® frequency of tk© ULF wares 
to be moored, there mb two types of magnetometers used. Induction magpftom®t«s, also
I
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Table L i: Microputetfan dassiicattoi scheme.
I
Type Pci Peg P d Pel Pci_____Pi I P ii
Parted (s) CLM 140 10-41 43490 110400 140 40490
called search coifs, are used to meajnre it#  mrfatfon of she magnetic field (dB/&t), and thiy 
sample tie  htfh end of the ULF reftae, from 04 Hi op to sevwsl hundred Hi. Flratfafo 
m&fpetom®t«® are m id to measure tie  magnitude of tie  magnetic field and are used for 
looking at ULF mmm with pfrfods ranftag between I  aid WO seeoods fth# maximum 
sampltag frequency of the flggpte magnetometers is i Hi). l/fieropitatfou magnetometers 
a n  be eonwshntly placed at difaeot locations on the Earth, such that d tffw at types of 
studies can he done. They ism he ptorod ta chains flatitudinal or teugfrudinBl)., thus making 
passible studies of latitudinal or fangtaudtaaJ mottesg or prepag&ttei of farfoiis phenomena 
famojm, w w  etc,}* The m ^« tom 8 t«  wed ta thte study are placed at Ugh latltud®, 
at the footpoint of magnetic field finei that Wang to the o itff magsstosphsrs, making 
passible the sensing of phenomena that occur at those locations. The sampling frequencto 
of the tuafdi Cdfis wad ta this study are 10 Hi for the Cqitait and Strath Pole coB* and I  
Hi for the BA3*A§1 calk
Micropuhatious haw been dassifled aeeordtaf to tfaflSr period and spectral ilpatO T 
[fafto, l i f i l j i  the accepted daasMealfon tdbam is pnm M l ta Table 14. f f stand* for 
pulsations, Hf stands for oonttaww and lf  stands for taeplar. The continuous potations 
are band limited within the respectlw frequency tatermk whereas the irregular pulsations 
are broadband pulsatfois. Another type of ooittouoip pukattons called PcL2 was defined
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later (ftiktfflbb f«  aL, 108 ij,  T h «  haw a fteqiwnef range tatersedl&ry to tbs Pci and Pel 
rung® (0*1 and 04 Hi} and a somewhat different spectral signature (mty narrow banded* 
ooewrtag ooly ta the afternoon and (tight sectors); m  mention them here because they a» 
part of ow study.
Micropiib&tfoiii tew  mapy diferent ca®® and originate is many dflferent locations 
In space, The flow ite r  between tie  magnetosteth and lie  majpstopaose tfbm rfa# to 
the Kfttofa^HedmhoIti fartabflitf and create rippfe on the magostopware* whieh propa* 
gate along the Earth's magnetic M d and are recorded on the po ind  a* Pci ptasattonp 
j[Earra§fa «  aL ISifJ, Solar wtad pFwure puli® hit the daptde magnetosphere making 
It ring at Its resonant frequencies* itandmg wmm are generated and they are recorded 
on the gromd eg Pnfl4 pnisatfeis* Another known w ir®  of Pc3 pulsations fe located ta 
the upstream solar wtad [Pasdimann i t  aL, 1970]. They are the result o f the tateraetfon 
between tow com angle taterptastarf' magnetic field and tie  bowshocft CM, J, ippb re t- 
ion, private wmnanfcatlom* 1909)* and they are transported along by tie  solar wind to the 
magnetosphere, The broadband PI iw »  are associated whh partld# prectpttatta ta the 
ionosphere and therefore are an tadjcatlan of aurora*
Pulsations ta the Pci and Pci-1 frequency ranges. whMh ire  the topic of this 
thesis, are commonly observed on the pound at middle to high jgw&ajpetie lat« 
ttod« [Aranl# «t al* liSSa, Hayashl ®t aL* 19SI* Kate and Lbiegawa, I f i l ]  and they 
hare also been meaiOTBd by ®»teHit« ta the outer magnetosphere [P®raut i t  sL 1079* 
VooDg et a l, II8 L  Rons «t aL .1112* Andnraon i t  aL, 1990]. In spirogram s Pci md Pel* 
1 display maiqr sipature-s tadicattag that they t e  different sour® repo® [Fraser* lira * 
iFufcunfehi f t  al.5 1991]. Ground observations of these putoutions can ®ww as dtagno*-
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4(tics of remote proeessas and particle populations (Menk et 1811] tf tW r source re* 
& w  cam be determined. Several studies have attempted to elanify them by nutgue* 
teipherfe soiree regfoi [Bobhafeov& et il., 1000. Morris md Cole, 1001, MesJk et aL, 1002, 
Popedkt et &i„ 1003, Pyrud et ai„ 1007]. The current uiderataadtag ig that there are two 
mata regtaos Inside the magnetosphere where Pel originate. One of them to to the dapide 
equatorial outer magnetosphere earthward of the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL), and 
It extends I to 8 ft# radially [Andereoi i t  aL, WfiaJ, This Pci wave, population Is the fa ils  
of this thesis. The other some# of Pci waves b at the ptasmapause [Rozyra et al,, 1084}, 
where the toteraetloi hitw en the energetic ring ewrmt lois and the cold plsgmajpharie 
heavy ion popnlatloi dramatically lowers the cyclotron tastabflity threshold, whldi Is re* 
spOBsible for Pel wave generation.
Pci mfcropnls&ttoig am electromapette proton cyclotron waves theretasfter referred to 
®s proton cyclotron m m ) produced by wav@*p&rtic!e tateraetfeus with the magattoiphfrie 
hot proton popiktto ffi with & W to M feV and a peritwe teffipftatwe anisotropy. 
Ap -  TlpI^wp s I > 0, where T l# m d are the perpendicular and parallel proton tempera*
tow , respeetifily [Cornw&iL 1863, Retrod and Petschsfc, iff# , Usmohn, l i i f j .  The dom* 
hast popdation of proton cyclotron waves studied ta this thesis ©ccwf ta the outer mag, 
netoiphws, beyond fw iyiduw ous orbits paoote md Watamba, 18#?, Obayashi, 18SS, 
Anderson et a t, 1892a], Th# hot fflapetospheric protons responsible for cyclotron wave 
growth are of ®a!ar wtad ©rigta, They enter the maptftosphere through rerouwctloi pro* 
mmm to the Earths magnetotali, then 8 k  8  drift earthward d ie  to the crosstail electric 
field, and then they reach the outer magnetosphere by drift tag around the Earth driven by 
a combination of the magnetic field rurvature and pmdient drtfts and the msgMtosphwic
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ffn ff  drift. Tike eoidltfons fa tie  compressed snbsofa mapetosphere are sack that these 
populations become unstable to the pyefotron testability and Pel worn are generated. The 
proton cyclotron Instability threshold to eonrefaeatly pgr&neterifed ta terms of Ap and 
fa the form Ap m a(iflp with a a§ 04 and c si *0.41, where 0^ m to the proton
parallel beta [Gary at ah, 1114, Gaiy and Lee, 1994]. Qeeaase it corresponds to a threshold 
of the proton ^elotron tagtabflity, this relation represents an upper botmd on the proton 
tempwatnre astootropy. If the antootropy to less than the threshold value there to no stfnif® 
leant te ta b iltf growth, no wawMpaitfole scattering, and no chanjp  ta T^/T^ - 1. On the 
other hand.. If th# plasma to driven by macroscopic forew (fe§. snstalied high solar wtad 
dynamic pressure) « i  that T^fTilP -  i eKoseds the threshold condition for a gives 
the proton cyclotron testability wffl trim and wfll pitd i angle ra tte r the proto®. I f  the 
roiw ettei of mm mmgy away from the region of «cftation to not too rapid, thto scattering 
wffl return the anisotropy to the threshold mtae, and a steady state wffl be reached where 
the anisotropy to maintained at the t hprahold mine and wares are produced.
Our study has begun from an ebssrfatloB of th# of solar wind dynamic pressure,
as measured by deteetore outboard th® WWP spmcscMft, on the Pel power ipsetrm  of 
th# ground mlaopitoatfoffl recorded at « e  of g u t  stations. W« study thto influence from a 
statistical potot of view, addressing th# necessary solar wtad pressure oonffltfoffi ta order to 
cyclotron waves baffle the msgoetoiphere, We conclude that ta 80% of the costs, 
a sofa wind dynamic pressure taeresse above a certain lower Utuit wffl produce similar Pol 
ware power variation o i the ground.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals
In tli® dhapt« m  are going to wire th# dispgrglstt relation for a plasma life th# on# ta th# 
t# rr« rijl outer mapstfliiphw, a hot amipotrepfc plasma popnlatloi snpgrposed srer a cold 
badtgtound isotropfe plasma* Th® dtspirsjoi relation for wch a plasma wfll hare a cold and 
a hot part., so m  wffl find general dispersion rektfoffl for both coM aid hot plasmas* W® 
will find the neofflsatf eondfttois for th# comm«c«mita of th# proton cyclotron aafaratropy 
tartftbflitf and m  wffl esplafa the cwrent naderetmdtag on th# tafitifnee of msgoetosphsie 
ogmprersteis on th# prednctta meAanlsm of proton tydotroi « iw  (Pci)*
24 Th« ll#©trom§§Mtlc Ion Crclolroa Dlfpfrifon R#tatfom« Cold 
Plasma Apptw tattlon
A ptena Ss a eoflaetfoi of charged particles possessing cita to  gferedynamle propw* 
tm  M atire ly high temperatnreg are tt« e « ify  to produm a plasma, therefore the plasma 
particles are ta fast motion (tkoM ids of km/«J, This w ill generate mfcreseopic charge 
separations and airrents, which ta tw o wffl create finet nations of th# staetrfc and magnetic 
SshL catted thermal fln c tm tlw . In addition to there fluctoatloii, disturbances wffl ®m 
tribute to the ieneratloi of wares that w fll propagate through a plasma, The measwed 
freqneactes of wares ta a plasma csrer a wry wide range from several mUflmt i  ip  to w n l 
m eplierti,
A dbtmhMO# can b® considered a ware only ff Its ampltad# exceeds the level of thermal
6
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iuciuatfois' if  the amplitude of & dtetuAance is smaller than tto terol of fluctuationa and 
no mechanism will act to amplify ft, that disturbance w ill not offset the plasma and ta not 
considered a n p , In addition to thta.« a dirtirtanes has to satisfy the- appropriate plasma 
equations In order to to  a r im  This implies that the gpeetram of wares that can propajpt# 
in a plasma ta discrete*
2d A  General W p »  Equation
4 plasma with no external magnetic field can support the three rimplwt mm  modes that 
can propagate in a plasma; the gleetfostif le Langmnir mode, the electrostatie lan-aooiitie 
mode and the electromagnetic ordinary mode (th® one that afe propagates in a racnomj, 
the presence of the magnetic fidd wffl tatrodue® a b ifa  m rtitf of other possible modes. 
We assume that the thermal natae tewl is much smaller than the mm amplitude. Hen®, 
the plasma Is assumed to be- mffidantly cold* On the ether hand, w® in iB D f that th® 
wave amplitudes an small enough to allow any disturbance to to  represented as a Itaear 
supeTposttioi of plane waves.
In deriving the general hnear wave e la tio n , on® starts from the set of Mamrefita eqna- 
tioos, w h tt are ofaqyid fiy tto  electromagnetic fields aid plasma p m s i
V * §  *
cid ji
v*B * o (2.M)
V i  m t ( 1 4 4 )
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T ak in g  the (KUttal derivative of equation (4.14) with respect to time and ettmfnatmg Q§jM 
from equation C24J) 01# gets
—V  n(V  k £) (24 J)
and mfeg the wcator Meat fly
V  *  tW *  S I «  V(V - f  1 -  V*8  (24 J)
OOB finds flu Inhofflogeaeons w&m eqqgtiQl for (fat electric field
gl ff Q S
V *8  -  V (V «8) (44,7)
The dependence of thecirrent fm  the electric M d 8  can be e^regsed fey the time varying 
O k ffl's  law :
(24JI
whew m  asm sd that the plasma rMponds in ijrfy  to the pmmm of a mm dhtiAaace, 
»  the egndootMty tensor # depends on relative poiftfsn and time only. With thto gippo* 
dtkm one may Uisarte aquation (44,7) \sy ooa&fcrtn§ small perturbations of the electric
field wtth 4 * 0  (oo 00 electric field) and 8(£,f) *  $&(£,$, by taping o ily  the first 
order terms In the ‘small pmmbatlois (tn thto case actually there me no higher order terms 
In the pertflrbatfaBi, b it ggnarally these aw dropped M they aw present)):
rr‘iS  -  V(V ■ ne> -  « « » ^ r  ■ * » ff  (21.01
whew Ohm’i  taw becomes
/ •  j d V  J * m i  -  - ? ) • * £  (1440)
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0Equation (24.®) represents the poeml linear mm  equation. The pmedertromagnetie part 
Independent of the pre-isnc# of tto  medium ta iqHWWted hy tto  left hand slda. whereas 
ithe right hand side gfwgg (the response of the median through the condrietMtj tensor i ,
3.1.2 G w m l W "mm Dispersion E o la tion In  a M ajp«4ti«d Plasma 
We geek p ine w im goiutioss for equation (24 J) of the Com
$£(<*, k19  s£$y, f t  « p f il * i  -  Mt\
The right hand side can he w rftta  as
a^ff m ( / I  f  ft ’if j
*  Pq ^ j  -  f ,  t) espCif*2  *  to i!^  * djy«?5 f t





Not# that wrictaf a, plane mm gotatioi of th# Coot (2.141) ta aqmwalent to repkctaf the 
operators W md QfQt with I  * aid respertiireiy. go the lift hand gfde of
gfoatton (24J) tocomis
4- S(k - if® )  +  ^  *  ^((f5 lfi® )j (244IJ
where ire taed e4 ■ f e#*®)* 1. We w it  to write the term 1(1 * if® ) as a tensor operating on 
if® . In order to see tkto more easttf m  can ne the mattte definitions for tto  dot product 
and for tto  outer product of two sectors i  a id I. I f  we define tto  dot product as
\4- /
1 m,ght 4 % !y +■ O;6* (2448)
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io
arid, t i e  o u te r p ro d u c t as
\@1 *
V®3 /
h  * 0
 ^ a gbe a j ) a «*&.. ^
&jjki &,Jbz
Y 6 ’ftf fi;h§ j
then Iffc ■• d fil tecems




/  , *  \«©Or
®B§ij
$B§Z j








Ftaallf ggiatfei fid  J) can be writ ten eg
k~ F = I I -  fofftgdfar, l |  «digits?, I)  *  Q (1.1,19)
The ®qo&tfoi to a t« o r  eqiatton, and to aqtofcafemt with a system of three equations for 
« w f Mffipoieat of d jg h ^ f) . la order to haw nontrivial eolation* ta  detemfaattt ha* to 
wntoh
D(«, I)  «  Bet imuM*, I) j  *  0 (2,1,30)
It to customary for one to write thto equation mtag the dielectric iw o r f  ta t« d  of the 
oondactifftf tensor #, I f  one defines the electric tadactloi as
$Dwi*$g
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il
then Aoipte-i tow’ (aquatics 2.141 cm be written m
f* a @0 V k B *  capo y (24.22)
aid comparing the two equations (244 md 14.23) m get for the dMeetric tenior
iqnatfo i (24J4) represents the general #sp«slon relation of any act!?® medhits. The 
»I© foM oftiiK© q«atfeid«cri«prepAptm f fc » r» w s o f lb  solve
this equation oog roast golf® the Unaar dynamic ptoma eq ia tio ii and find the dMeetffc 
tensor.
2 .IJ  Cold Plasma DEpenion Rotation
In order to Htotrat# tew one can lad the dMeetdc tM Or of a ptama we wfll ws an 
example wtore tto  linear dynamic plasma equatloni are onto* staple. L«t m consider 
a cold magnetized itectron ptoima where the has are tafflite ly martro and constitute 
merely a nentrailitaf badqfwond. In thta ease tto  electron dynamics are governed by 
singie-partide m ottei In a strong magnetic !«M. If tk# electrons are cold tbm  we can tore 
#te: *  0,, therefore to tto  Lorentz force m  retata onto tto  H aw  term Six J 0. I f  we we tto  
notation §g m cSo fm  ^ for tto  electron gyroftaqaeney, tto  parallel and perpmdicnlar (to
(24 J i)
With thto ddtokfon equation (24 JO) becomes
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I I
lo l equations of notion toeome-
diw!
T to relation b ri:v ^ i tto  amwot sod tto  tow w fodtf Id a cbM electros phDH fa g tw i 
to*
~m sNtwe'iS, tf.iJ T }
or
I
W '  f i £  | l .  L i ^ }mia
therefore In order to find # m  tow  to « !«  tto  system of eqiatisai of motion IIT J I and 
td .J il . W# p t  for tto  components of tto  wtoe%5
Itr- ® + it .L il|
d \ « f l | ^ f  (2TJ0J
Soe m v^ sl£Ms (UMI
mkm
^ - 4 / ^  B ,U !)
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b the election plasma frequency. Comparing tone equations with equation ( t.L li)  m  find 
to  components of the eoidncft W y tensor:
_  _  y  lljl
%  *  %  m




« 0 1 /
Using the definition (2.LMI for to  dletoctrfe ternor ws can ®as% fad for to  dMsctrfc 
tensor of a cold plasma
SeawM ® 1 * ||S1J4J
0 I - #
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Inserting this fata equation Cl. 1.14) m  get the mid ejection plasma dffpejwtc® relation
'**c*Dei
tf- >0 (3.141)
We cm rewrite the mid plasma dieteetrfc tensor (1,144) fa a shorthand version
€l =ki 11 ^
if| (ffj Cl
0 0 e,:4 J
where the matrix mmpoieittg are defined is




’ tf* 4# -  Ci| (3.146)
feje
*  *  l s y
P afiifaf the tectorial refraafw tad« as f i  •  fc /tf, with ilT* *  iV j +■ Afif, and assuming 
that the mm  veetw I  to fa the (*,?) plane, the cold plasma dtepartlon relation (3,143)
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beeom®
f  m  - i v # * '
D&t 0 (2,140)
TUs relation fe tbs bade- djspgrsfon relation for a cold efeotrei plasma and It d®erfb® tbs 
propagation of bSgi frequency wav® ta sndt a plaima [iaimjobaan aad te m iB B , IWSJ,
2,1A Two Fluid P lum * W 'mm
At fre-pend® fat«m®dkt# between tbs mapetokydrodynamle and ifgbdre^ency election 
v p ^  (ftsqiofld® comparable to the foo^yctotrei ftspsney. vf a  Ilf) one cannot anymore 
ugfteet the fen dynamics. T ie  fen motion w ill b i d®crib®d by a set ofeqnatton i stmflar to 
tie  on® for tie  dgetren, Sfuftilong ( t,L lI and 2,1,26). Solving for tie  fen velocltl® Sfft 
m fm ctloffl of tie  ifectrfe field i§  aad mlng a modified relation totewsi tie  enrretft and 
tbs rifed tl®  to Indude tie  ton eottrfbntfei
we obtain an ©piralent rexpresslon (sqnnttoi 2,146) tor tie  dWectdc tensor of a oold tew* 
fo ld  pinna, w iti tie  matrix dements containing tie  wntrfbntloi of tie  fens In an addMw
if/ *  &ia{Sv,t *  i$ffs J — g ' tiff. (2.141)
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Parallel Wmm Propagation t n ^ i  fn A® cue of parallel propagation, therefore
the dfapfrsioa relation bfcrm a
Tlifas dfapfrriaa rsJstioa has entasis for AT>, -* 0, and they can (be forad by setttag aquation 
114411 to sm  aad is lv fa f for <#, The i.»®ode to  the resoisfiee N»m ^  K  at (be deetron* 
cyclotron frequency
Wft.-re.5 »  lit*  C 'tl.-lil
while A® L-fflode ate to  a resoBaaes (m opposed to a pure dsetron plasma) «t (be foa-
eydotrei frequency. called tto  IgftAand ioi-cycfotrea resonance frequency
i^.rS-s m fl|* (14 .471
The dLsp«®toa relation for A« fomode at low ft«qi«iclas can be w rttt®  m
*i r /  . 3 \  i/s
i
The iQUi^ veieasA Unit fa aa Mfwin m m
m m
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IT
t  J  Wave Kinetic Theory. ton Cyclotron Wavai In a H o i Magnetised
Plasma
In kinetic plasma wsm ti» « y  lha microscopic electric duuge ieparatloB fields aad parti* 
rfe currents Iwreomi* Important. therefore the 4ep«stw properties of the plasma wffi took 
rather complicated. to coBtrgft to the fluid theory of plasma wav®, the w »  kinetic the* 
ory explicitly takes cm  of the propffltta of the particle dfetrfbitton faction m i  of the 
correlations between particles a id  field*. Hence, f i  this theory entirely new rffeets that 
cannot he ciovered hy the fitod approadh to a plasma w ill appear-, Because in mm kinetic 
thorny m  are dealing with dfatr&ution faettoof aid thefr ewltitfon, the get of mass, mo* 
mentum aid energy consBrrotloi equatioig of fluid theory b replaced hy the get of Vlasov 
equations for the different eompoMtg of the plasma while the field equations remain the 
same, This tmpEag that the formal gtructure of the genera! linear mm dbp«stofi relation 
C2.LI4J remains unchanged and the o ily  cpantity that to replaced ig the dielectric tensor, 
1. because It oentatns the particle dynamics.
To derive th# Vlasov equation we coffifder a classical p tm  eoitatatai N Identical 
partlcta of charp Ze and mass m to a volume V [Ichtaara, i l l i s Kaufman. 1097]. Each 
particle has a ttae dependent position ) sad velodty $(*), therefore each particle repre* 
gents a point to the phase space (f, ff), W# mu express the exact number density of each 
particle a i a product of delta fa c tto u jE
fu r, ffji m # (f -  fdumff -  ffdm- C2j . i i
The total exact particle density faction of the plasma Is the ■  e w  afl single exact
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mparticle densities ftw n  by equation (12.1)
f(Fsffj) » ^ W  *  W )* I*-*-*)
i
F  fe railed it be ICIImoBtofldb cttarfbntton function* and It stttofies the continuity equation 
In phase space;
W 9 W * h W * 0’ W mCl m m
Equation (iMJ | m simply ft shorthand notation of KamBtong equations of motion for M 
partiefac The term f  re p ris iiti the accels&tlon arbtag tarn Lorenti forc« acting on a 
particle das to mfcroicoplc efeetromftgnetfc ftetds ftfld Bmif.tU
0m iz  fe „ ( fst ) +$K §m(Fsl j l . IiJ 4 )
m I ~ I
With this equittoB |i .I  J) bfosmai
W m W * >‘ W * m  *  9 * W mQ‘ llM I
Equation | l  J J } b tbe gwlatfan equation of tbs exact particle density In phase spac# and 
It b railed the Kimontorfch equation. We ran define an ensemble aywapd phase space 
density (F(F, Q,t)) *  m  & f) «od the m e t phase spa« d«n*tty as the n  of this
awwsge and a fluctuation Sf:
W R ii» m m  m s i
where the ensemble avemp of the fluctuations Is equal to mm, {&F) ■ Q. In a ita fta  way
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wIke fields can be expressed m their averages plus their finetnatfonf:
Emm n  «  i m i^ s im n  h j j i
§m(F jJ *  #{/*.«) +8§{f.t) {tMM}
with (^E{fA}j »  0 and m 0, We can now take ike ensemble iw p  of the
KUmoatovleh eqnatmn | i  J  J | to obtain;
" §  *  *  * " 6l • w )  ■ (1A"
We (SB simplify I kb kinetic equation by nejfeetlni the correlations te w m  the fields and 
considering only the eorrelariani bitwsin the partfctas tkiffiie iv®  via cofiistoE]
§  *  * - %  *  i r |g * "  * 0) ■ %  ■ ( f )  • •“ •‘w
iqnatlon f t  J SW} b the ffsneraltged jjoltim snn equation from statbttes! mechanics. Space 
plasmas we oolHsfonl« ta most of the mgm (tseept for the fewer |onojpk«ei, thwefow m  
can entirely neglect the oolteten term;
% + f '■ % + f ? c^ #  m m
Equation {1*1*111 b called the Vtao? equation aad It tie  gtaptot possibte fe rn
of ktaetlc eqnatlon for a plasma. The Vtaaoe eqoatfen for a particte ipadw <r cm be written
SSI
W  *  fn* fe ifs  ffd ) « 0  (1.3.111
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mThe local cumber denrity m i tbs cnrreot density cm  be written m
rn » „J (2,2.13)
** *  1C (2.2.14)
-
where n* «  N*fV b the mwage number density of pHtleles. Osee m  find the e?nront
density/, we era tsleatate thedfefeetric tensor equatloii (2,1,10) and (24,23). Cos-
rider an homopneotts plasma to i  ita tfo m f state dtaftetertew! by the fdocity dMrfbntioa 
fimdtfons fA fi' to which m  apply a constant attemal mapetfe field, 3  m Bi, We apply 
an dearie field dtotirhaaoe of the form
d £ « p [ri£ * f-tff)] (2,2.19)
The magnetic dbtwhanee associated with thfe can he fonnd asing epatlon (2,1,2);
F
&§ i X p f l f l # # « p ( l ( f e  . f - i^ ) | ,  (2.2, II)
In response to th«e dtetOTbano®, the distribution fanettottg depart tom  their stationary 
mines; the rerultast diftribittong may be written m\
fAQ 4 -^ {f|« p W l'-f-«rf)I (2.2,17)
lih itltB tlif eqmtlons (2.2,18), CUT!) and CUT?) to the Vlasov equation (2,2,12) aid 
retailing only the linear terms to sS and d/9(0), m  fid
\m  ^  W  *  H  ^" w | ^ ~ ««d)I
•  ’ f f a ' m Q  - I f  op[<(#’ ? - « * ) ) ,  (2,2.18)
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where
&  « 12,240}
b tbs tyelotroi for & partide o f the tr sped®, and
f i l iU !  w} = | L =* Ij I  +■ =  {2,2,20}\ 3ft? I  'iS
b a tenser that ©nabfes one to <®preis the e4eetromajp.etfe d&cts to terms of i t  sloift, 
The ertm ktie i of the taowOTi i f M  fro® equation {2,141} m difflcall beeaise of tb* 
spiral orbits of tbe particles to the mapetfc field, Consider a differentla l operator defined
fls
i  _ &  i f  d  i f  6
r r r r n  lU M >
where f  m fp } and i  *  0(1) describe a given trajectory of a particle to phage space in, 
#}, ffotfe© that eq ia tio i {21/ID represents a dtfferentatton with rspect to ttae along A©
prescribed partid# orbit to pha* space, Vectors rff/dC and d0/dt are tbs frio d tf and the
ftceefemtRm of the particle, If m  choose
d f
Wt {21,11}
£  -  {2111}
the phase space position of the particle (f*s if} , at a time tr, can be depressed as
#  ^  l #{t -  0) • f t  {1114}
f  ■ {1111}
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where we Impltetl the aid of the teason
k„m
/  \s iifyt l -  mu Ugt f)
«]
/
m t i i A mftf it
CM /
coiCM riiC M  0 \
 ^sin CM ooif M  0
(2.2.26)
(3.8,27)
, # o i ;
Palfc# that the «MwsntU operators os the left hand itds o f equates (2,1,IS) d t^ptker 
descrfte a time differeotlattai a lo if the (mperturbed ®bh (2,2.24) aad (2,2,21). We may 
burnt tWs differentiation hy integrating aqm tta (2,1.11) wttfa respect to time dong the 
tifipertsAed partid# trajectory as
ff/»(6) «p [f(£  * f -  art Ij
j  &  •(tffr)I» (2.2.2S)
or
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where
4>(r) m i * ( f  —/ )  -jtir  
r is t — T,
The evaluation of the tatagral to aqoathm |f  JJ!) {sad* to the cakuktfon of the tadtioed 
cwpsntdensity {2,2441 and tbssbythedMectrfc tensor tfteapatloog {1,1401 and {24,131,
f  ,1 l T it#  P ltittp trie  T tn to r
la order to obtain the dleleetrle tw o r m  taw  to perform tie  w lacftf space totepml 
to equation ft,1441, T t# intepuioa Is performed to cyllidrieiJ coordinates to velocity 
space, with the s axis dong the direction of the external magnetic field, F lpre  f24J, The 
nnperttirbsd wfoefty distribution fimetfong f9(0) to equation (2,2 J fl may he written as 
faaetloai of tbs eoMpoBsats ft, and of the fglocfey, parsIM and perpendicular to the 
externa! magnetic field. Let ® set
ff m 0± cm l i  4- ®i «taI# 4-»!! I ,  {2,1401
Equation 12,2,24| then bsoonMR
4  *  t^ o s (( lr r+ 0)
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Figure I4 i CoBfigmmtfoB of varfom wdtow 
Now m  oaa e&Mtoe tto iodaoed currant danAy (2*3,14) m
j [  dr-ff - t i k s m f )  * i f
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CIJJ1)
aad the dielectric tensor
To cany out the tat'^ w tfoas m  gpecfteally dtooee the m m  sector I  to be h
pkae fFlptre 241 .< aad write
After g. sfibstfLiitid MMfflitt of ftUpbra flfitfc III2 II m  fad
«i
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12.242) 





- f f H
<*.i
j  40 s iw  J  O jh ^ j  4&
i f imJASJ- g
- S - E *  * - ( * g 1) ‘
gtpMfott ( I , i J4) p is a it i tbs «M«ctiic tensor for a §eo»al bet mapstiisd plams,
Ths DMaetife Response Puaettoa Tb# dielectric Mpam® fuoctfoa of a plasma b
dsfiiedas
« & * ) .  r2JJ8| 
therefore «n m b express it ®fag aqaatkm (2,1 J4| a i
W s b tbs Vlasov dielectric msponm ftmctfom smd it i«crlbei tbs dielectric properties 
of the plasma, iqwtfom (2 J  J i| ram be farther simplified by ipadfytaf the dtetrfbtttfom
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fuBCtionP /»(*?)•
2.2.2 Dielectric Responf* In Maxwellian Plasmas




After gib.st|ijrttai II.-2JFI fa Kpatioi f iJ  J4| gat tie  for thedtateetrfc tensor
of the V te w  plasmas fa thflnnoriynamfr equilibrium m
( f ) 1 1 Zu&(0,Znin)[l~W la jjs i
where
^ a . A . w i  x
-inKt m  #<UWl-MAJWI
tf -nQ
'  -  s f r
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mThe fiiid tio ip  are the sodffied iw e l factions of the ra-tb order aad the factions 
As(0) appear commonly to a theoretical treatment of M&prefliio plasmas In a magnetic 
field. For many apptteatlons It suffices to w&faate knifll to lowest or perhaps fa t order 
to 0>
2 MS Ion Cyclotron Instab ility duo to  Trnmmmmrn Anisotropy
Temperature anlsotfopy Is one form of deviation., fa velocity space, from a thermal 
trfbutiofi, When the energy cootofaed to the cyclotron motion ffltowds the energy mm* 
dated with the paraflil motion (T^ > T^)» a pofsM lty arises that the energr of the 
eyciotroi motion fe fed fato the plasma osdiiatlon Is the trtefatty of the cydotroi frecpiency 
C [Kernel and P<u*chik, IW fijb at a kv; ±  Clf, An e a e ^ U akooa between the par* 
aifet and pirpettdleniar dipees of h r t i i  may 1»  described by agsipfaf two dHereit 
temperatjra, Tm aad I?|. to the velocity dfetrlbntrons?
Inch an anbstropfc dterfhutton b m e  likely to occur to the lom rather than fa the 
aieetrooi, hicai#» the wtaatlon tta®  for the Mawreflteatfofl of the ebctroii are much 
smarter than the ones for the lonsi
'This mates the Die of MaitwellJan dteffb iilon i with unequal Ion tad electron temperatures 
reasonable, Also because of this reason, m  ran assume equation (3.2.39) only for the lorn. 
Using this distribution function fa equation (2.2.34) and then rosing the definition (MM}<
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m  get for the dWectric response function
aji
e[k,&) ^  I 4- j§Inf ^
‘ \i*» fT E f c J
^ ( ‘ (l * f'T^a) [*r ( k tw )  " lj <ww'} mAU
(ffehim&ra, 10821)
m s i m i  -  im p  f  # *« p  ( f )  + ( - f )  * (2,242)
Let t ii assume that the plasma Has a mixture of eoW deetrens, cold proton and to t 
anisotropfe protons, The dispers fen relation now has the form
■My? ' %sM ”  fh®t m I®* (2,2421
stow  w expressed above in tMjuation (U 41) and » (fe jCe§14‘ ll/fe 3 if  ttodfefeetrfe
response function for two fluid cold plasma warn. with €em  derived earlier, equations 
(2,146). (2,142). (2,142) aad (2,144), Equation (2J.42) dfterm taf a eompfe frequency
u r*tf* + (2,244)
For the isettatloo to be long lived and w ill defined, the growth rate %(> 0) has to be much 
smaller than the red part of the frequency ([(chtoaru, 18921) i
- € l .  (2.248)m
In this case D may haw a Taytor «pan ito i near & *  m* ®o that
{w *  «#& +• i%k)- (2.240)
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Hence m  cm And a useful expression for the growth rate osar the resonant frequency
  T H ,iv   l ¥ n { D l 0 f c , k ) )  4*5 ss **p<
*  = f«*M  - - T ^ m * — •
We find Imfa) hy noting that the npimeat o f W, fa -  nflj/(l|fcn| \fTfm) »  I, and cons#* 
quentlf Offal the Large argument expansion for W ((Ichlmam. MM]!
fmM * * /x * M te fa ) -ar1 ..
\kr\^TJmlHefa) - ft|«eM
{ f t - w *  u [«eM  -  m m  1 « « -«
whir# I denotes th# fen fpsefai for the hot tom,, q Is the ratio of the number denifty of hot 
protons to the plasma number density (q c  I). and
4 e | - i  11.140!
b th® hot fen anisotropy
For the R mod® (fest or high frequency model* r« n a g «  occurs when #  *  to j *  - f t  
aad t?j! > iafk, fadfeatfaf that particles mowing faster than the phase velocity of the waw 
am resonjat with the wave, Th# L mode has a resonance at & -to ,. »  ft*  and eonsequentlf 
It b limited to frequencies! « than f t  fa th® vtcfahy of the resoa&ocs. The partld® most 
he traveling fa th* opposite direction to the phase velocity of the wave, Th® wave paws If
A c  fp ? J
for the R mode and
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nfor the L mode, The It mode to unstable If the hot frog bare Tj > r_ . whereas the 
L mode Is unstable tf > TV We w ill see later In this chapter that three conditions 
do not hold exactly fa this form., and there is a more rtgnlfleant form for the temperature 
antoatrepy that yields fastability for the mode that we are interested In, the L mode,
1J  Influence o f the Solar W ind Dynamic Pretsnr® on the Production o f 
Electromagnetic Ion Cyclotron Waves
One @f the many possible wap to deviate from anisotropy fa a plasma to to hare dif­
ferent temperatures for the parallel and perpendicular I to the magnetic Add) degrees of 
freedom., fa other words to haw a temperature anisotropy (TV j§ T,,h This wffl allow 
the growth of the so-cdled temperature anisotropy faftahllltta ({Gary- ISSSf), The tem­
perature anisotropy more often observed fa spare plasma is the one with TV > T , The 
reason for this Is not that perpeadtenlar beatfaf Is more likely to occur fa spaw plasmas, 
but breams paralM hated partlefa fenre the region of energfcatloi along the ambient 
magnetic field more qufdcly, This to not true for the solar corona* where there to recent ev- 
fdenre of prafereottal perpendicular heating* There are arereal fa itabflltte that may arise 
fa a plasma with TV j4 Tt\ ({Gary at aU IfT iJb but the most Important ones are the mire 
far Md proton cyclotron fartabfiMss, b  an efoctromproton plasma under the conditions 
Te* T f  and 0p % 6, the fegtrat growing mode to the proton cyclotron antootropy instability 
f[K m nil and Petsehok, iih fl]), Thto wffl hare a maximum growth aloof the background 
magnetic fleld ( I  k §® ■ 0), circular left hind polarbatlon fa that direction of propagation, 
and evolves out of the iUfvsn proton cyclotron wave If the antootropy to gradually Increased, 
The solar wind dynamic pressure to one of the macroscopic fore® that ran drive the
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plasma towards inereajfag temperature anisotropy, This process can be easfiy understood if  
one confides the ChewdiloIdbfH^pivLfiw equations for decoupled par&iM and pgrpendicnlar 
degrees of freedom ({Chew et at, !§!§]),
3.84 Tbs COL Equations
Since the CGL equations play an important role In explaining the production of gefotron 
waves, m  wffl sketch th ifr derivation in this subsection ((HolJweg. liif ijh  To find the CGL 
equations m  fa t find a general moment aquation tor a function of the pwen^imenstoial 
space constating of time* configuration space and velocity spare, and then tale two particular 
cases for this function, the parallel and perpendicular (to the magnetic field) ktaittceiergt« 
of a particle, Let as start from the Boltamano equation for apy plasma species;
where 3 ti the acceleration due to the long rang® forces acting on the plasma felectrtc, 
magnetic and gravitational 1, and the right hand aide to the eoIIMon term repraiintlng 
th® short range forces (Coulomb cofflstaos, waw-pirttcte Interactions aad other effects not 
included in ft), The distribution function /  b also a function of time, space and velocity 
I f  m f i f t f t  f )L The density Is defined m
whero the Integral Is over the throe velocity coordinates, M l integrals from hero on are 
defined over the entire velocity space unless otherwise .specified, fo r an arbitrary faction 
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Next we w ill find a general moment equation satisfied by such a function of time, space and
velocity. To do th® m  multiply the Efoitsm&nn equation f t  JTJ with # and integrate over 




■ f f i 'V W f t f f f - j f f 'W t P s
m j  [ r  - m m  -  * / r  * #jSs  -  « cf m i  
m V ■flftffl) - f | ( * . r « )  i i j j j
where we os§d the feet (that f '  “ « »(0. gta® Fand F are independent variables,
TerniJTIi
Here the term /  hag vanished because f/# | -*> 0 when p -# x , to other words
th# behavior of the /#  product to dominated by /  at tog# p, and /  -* 0 wry rapidly as
V -4  » .
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We can now writ# down the general moment equation for an arbitrarf function f  if, 8, l) ‘ 
|n  (#)) -  (# ) 4= V * n ( f  0) ^ n (9 - -  n (ff 4- | f ) ■ ^ = )
m
Equation liJ.FJ is an Important general equation for tte  fetietle tlteory. One can obtain the 
mass conservation equation by repLaclng f  » m, or the momentum equation by replacing 
# *  m9, We are going to proceed In fading the COL equations by fa it le tting
f  » |fn ^  fIJ J I
The details of till*  calculation are given ta Appendix 0. After a ifp lfieun t amotmt of 
algebra tte  moment equation for tte  parallel particle energy beeomei:
h-6
T  * 1 /  ( M J )
We wID itew  that in tte  ease of protons ail the terms on tte  right hand side of equation 
|2.d.«j| are small enough go that they can be ae#eet«d5 to wUdi case m  obtain tte  fast of 
tte  two COL equations?
C 2 J ': W I
or
■ cmMmt |IJ 5 i  11
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moving with tte  flow.
Here are eo<HR afipments fop negfeetlng tte  tecm§ on tte  right hand site of aqua* 
tfem , T te (list two terms on the right hand side have the dimension of parallel 
teat Imp. Inside tte  magnerosptare on closed field Unm parttete mirror between tte  two 
temtoptores. therefore the dfetributlons if *  symmetric with mpeet to tte  direction along 
the field line faroHiid seme parallel b ilk  velocity which doesn't haw to be *ero). This 
Iffiplisg that for every particle moving in one dfreetlon alerts the magnetic field there to a 
pBftlcte moving In tte  opposite direction with the same velocity Is the frame of the ta lk 
motion, therefore tte  paraM heat I®  In the frame of the b ilk motion to asm. Co tte  third 
term of the tight hand side the quantity 0 Is significant only when there to diffusion of 
the magnetic field, which to not the esse for onr situation where the field is froremim Tte 
plasma that we are tatereited to to eoMontass most of tte  time. ®o tte  to t mm whidh 
represents the eoHMoss can also be wgfeeted for now. We wffl m  la t«  that when there 
aw wnre*partlde Interactions this term wffl couple tte  parallel and perpendicular degree# 
of freedom and this collision term can no longer be neglected,
Let h i go bade now to equation f t  J.?b and let
In thto care we get an equation that in w lw  the perpendicular pressure (*s§ Appendot i | i
For protons m  can neglect a i the terms on the right hand side of equation |2 J . lli for the
I2JT 1}
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§8
same reason* for which we neglected all tte terms or tte rilh t hand side of equation f lJ J j, 
We can now writ# down tte second of th® two COL equations m
IIn (a) (24.14)
or
fift «  constantpB (24.15)
moving with the flow,
Equations (24.11) and (24.15) are the COL equations ([Ctew et aL 1956}) and they
represent the one- aad two-dimensional p s  equivalents of the well known three-dtaemjtonjal 
adiabatic equation
(24.16)
with the adiabatic eerflel®nt y m |<n + i) /n  *  I / I  and number of of freedom n «  g.
We can rewrite the COL equation in term* of the paraM and parpandtenlar temperatures 
Tj and T_, by recaflius that
d ( P]\Bl \  _ i f  Ti|gj \






These equations haw a staple taterprgtatiom Let us consider a cylindrical flux tube of 
length L and u rn  A with a constant number of particles AT, For a rikaim-trf* lux tube 
the- product B* Aw cm»lmL therefore B A“l, Because the number of part Ides AT is
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te e d  m  also haw p »  M{LA) ~l , to now m  crb rewrite equations f tJ 4 ? J  and CUTS} by 
repladoa B and p, as
i ( m w )  ' 0 ,uw'
Let Pi = Nf £ and pt «  N/A be fch» one-dinensfoiai density per m il length along the 
Mel line and the two-dtaenifoial density pgr unit a m  perpendicular to the laid (tag* 
respective]?' W ith these deftsitiens equatloni f lJ . if i and f iJ . lil become
wWdi m i the appropriate adiabatic equations CT/p* '1 *  cmwtmtl for a one- and two- 
dimensional p i.  Th® equations (U d fj and C3J.WI represent adiabatic equations of 
state for the decoupled paraM and perpendicular dimensions, and they are often catted the 
doubte-adlabatie equations of state*
2«i J  lncf#»# o f th# T#mp#r«tat# Anbotropy
In thta iubseetfoi m  ®r® going to ope the COL equations (2.3.17 and IJ 4 II to show how 
the t«mp«at®§ anisotropy of the hot proton populations wffl increase when the mgpsto- 
sphere b com piled. Let as consider a flux tub# inside the magnetosphere that contains 
g dbtribntloi of hot proto® with the Initial parallel and perpendicular temperatures
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and TU respectively, The- Initial length of the StK tube Is Li, the crass section area Is Ai 
and the total number of particles Ls assumed to he constant N. After the compwften the 
tub# wfll be squeaied Ida < Ai), like fa Figure fM J, The tube- could also be elo opted 









Figure The result of a magoetospherlc osmprerton on a flux tube fastde the magneto* 
sphere- the tube Is squeezed < Ai) and elongated {L% > £(),
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mT„« If the field is *foofen*hT then f l» 4 *  consUmt, hence B «. A~x, b it front CM .irt 
we haw H  ^  B* therefore
I \ ^ B ^ A ' 1 (UM1
and since ,4.3 €  An we get that
Ha > H i CM J4)
so the cofflprefffon of the flm  tube increases the pgrpradleiilar temperature of the hot 
proton distribution.
Tn s We assumed that the total number of partfdoi reside the lux tube remains eoiitant 
during the compregitoa, 'This implies that the number density of the partlelea inside the 
fi®  tube w its  tawmetf proportional with the volume of the; tube A I*1 LmiB
(after using B ’ A m Nowuseequation ( iJ A fl to m
c ija i
and since £3 » £1 m  get that
T|§ c T |i CIJJ01
The consequence of the elongation of the flux tube is the decrease of the paralM temperature 
of the protom inside the tubs. We conclude that a compression, of the magnetosphere will 
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2J,§ Prediction of Proton Cyclotron Waves. Cnrront Un-
d o rs tM d io i
We ham mm so for thai. the compreistoa of the magnetosphere due to gome eRternal cause 
Clite the solar wind dynamic pressurei w ill result fa faereaged tempemture anisotropy of the 
magnetosphflrfc hot proton populationi, These proton popuLations aw of solar wind origin 
and they drift from the plasma, sheet to the outer magnetosphere on open drift paths* The 
nest question to answer is bow long this process can go on, or how m di the temperature 
anbotropy c «  be facwased. (ft section {2/2JJ m  haw shown that the proton cyclotron 
mode becomes unstable for hot proton popuiatlons with posftrve tempemtOT anbotropy, 
Ap »  TJT-. - 1 >  0. Hence m  expect that at §ome threshold anbotropy, Ap »  Apt, the 
produetton of cyclotron mum wffl start aid further faerea#B of the temperature anisotropy 
w ill be limited by the pftdi angle scattering of the protons by the cyclotron m m , The 
physical meaning of this phenomenon b atuitcmted in Fijure CM}* Thb typeof diagram was 
8mt Introduced by [Dtsettbery aid floQmg, 11811* The oranp dlipsffl represent contour 
plots o f proton phase ipaw d « ift«  tn w>, - v *  space, Consfdw a proton cyclotron mm  
trsw lln i to the positive Pi, direction with the phase velocity aPk *  tf/k. Ift the frame of the 
mm  proton an  mow along lia ii of equal emmy represented by the green clrclei centered 
at C'Pi| »  &/k, *  0). Let us ©Milder two points on a Hoe of equal kinetic mergy fa the
wave frame-, points A and B, Point A Is situated on a contour of higher density than point 
B, therefore there are more part ides at point A fa phase space than there are at point B, 
TMs denifty gradient between A and B w ill be the driver for the diffusion of particles fa 
the direction from A to B, Indicated by the arrow* Thb phenomenon to called pitch angle
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diffusion or pitch angle scattering (the pitch ar#e of particles, arcmn(«^/0 ;), decrease* 
when moving from A to 0 ). Note that in the process of pitch angle diffusion* the protons, 
even though they mere on circle# of constant energy In the frame of the ware, they more
closer to the orlgfa fa phase,space, therefore th if lose energy. This energy b picked up by 
the ware, to thb tatejpretatlsn the ware will grow as long as there are more particle# with 
higher pitch angle on circle# of equal energy fa the frame of the ware, The temperatme 
anbotrapF provides the free energy for the proton cyclotron testability and the pitch angle 
scattering w fl act towards reducing the ufaqtropy,
In general plasma fastabftitfei wfll grow fa the presence of a strong plasma anisotropy ; 
the resulting enhanced fluctuations wfll scatter the particles so as to redoes that anisotropy, 
If a ffiicroseoplc driving fores rontinuafly pushes the plasma toward tecreased anbotropy 
the microscopic action to reduce thb anisotropy can lead to a relatively steady state balance 
which corresponds to the Instability threshold fpanhelmer & Sorb, 1977]), For relatively 
homogeneous space plasmas thb thrmboid repraent* a limited cfo#tn» reJatfen for the 
trtmeatioi of the fluid aquations. Thb closure relation is limited fa the sense that it b not 
valid aider all conditions* bat It o ily  represents a bound for the parameter of concern (the 
temperature anisotropy).
Thb kind of relationship was Ant observed fa the highly compressed terrestrial map »  
toiheath, [Andinoi ©t &L, 1904] have (shown that tbs proton temperature anisotropy well 
® tb fl«  an Inverse correlation with tbs proton parallel if of tbs form
where %  m Linear Vlaiov theory has been used to show that sudt a re*
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larlonshfp corresponds to the threshold condition of the electromagnetic proto® cyclotron 
4®botropy instability ([Gary and Lee, 1994]), Later [Gaiy et &L 1994] tow  shown from
data analysts and computer simnlatlsni that a similar rototionship
holds for the plasma in the outer magnetoiphero, Equation (24),29) corresponds to a thrash* 
old of the proton cyclotron instability and It represents the tipper hound on the proton 
temperature anisotropy, A reXatloaihlp of this form ghould not only be obeyed in the 
mspetoiheath or in the outer mapetosphaB, but also in ap? eolM oihm  sufficiently 
homograeois plasma m which the proton cyclotron testability Is raclted.
This relation can be used to predict whether a plasma fp anitabfe with respect to the 
pretoi cyclotron testability, If one possessed the measured particle dLstrtbiition function. 
Inch an faaabilty analyst was done by [Anderson i t  aJss IWflbJ ®tag magnetic field, par* 
tide, and plasma wave data from the Active Magnetosphere Partide Ttaeer Espforers /  
C torp  Composition Explorer (AMPTE/CCih Tfey haw analyisd proton distribution 
fractions during periods of cyclotron n i  observations (active periods), and during peri* 
ads with no m m  (quiet periods), The temperature anbotropfas of the proton distributions 
during active period# were lying along the f t  JJ§) curve wterea? those during quiet events 
mm  lying bilow this curve (Figure 2*4). Curve A efihctiwly separates the active and quiet 
events,
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Figure 34: Pitch angl# fcatterfag ta velocity space.
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Chapter 8
Data Analyst! Technique!
1*1 Ground Station Location and Micropulsattom Data Analysts
We have oed ground magnetic held data ta n  three of our mleropiiis&ttoa stationi located 
Ideally for our study* The tu t nation fa ghosted In Iqalnit., the CAptai of the Nuoaffiit region 
of the Canadian ffarthwsgt Territories, The other two stations are shoaled In Antarctica, 
One of them fa at the geographic Sooth Pole, at an auroral geomagnetic latitude, while the 
other antarctic station, BAS A ll, fa located at a slightly foww geomagnetic fotltude, The 
geomagetfc latitudes of these stations locate them at the footprint of torrestrW magnetic 
held lines that belong to the equatorial o ite r magnetofphm® during magnetic daytime 
( i &m, to 0 pm, focal magnetic time), therefore the locations of these stations are Ideal for
studying phifiQfflina that occur In the enter magnetosphere earthward of the low Lattad#
«. _
boundary layer, where Pci waves are produced, The geographic and corrected geomagnetic
coordinates of these three stations together with the m sjpitle focal time at noon Universal
Time are summarfaed in Table (2.1).
The entire process of data collection fa described In Appendte A, To achieve the purpose
of onr itn #  w« has® to analpe dynamic spectra of thws data.. The code that produces the
spectra was written In the IDL programming language, a high fowl language very well suited
for data analysts and vfaualfaatfon and m y  popular among the space pkyiies community.
The raw data from the magMtomftera fa a discrete ordered time series o f voltage values o f
48
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Table 8,|? The fWba! po iftlo ifag of the search coll mapetometers used hi our study
Station Geographic Geographic Geomagnetic Geomagnetic OT o f 12?00
 ________ Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude____ MLT
Iq&luft fflA ISL4 73J I4J 16*17
South Pale -S0.T5 f iil *T4fl 11,4 tfriMi
BAgAtri M 3  111 iid  14:11
d jf/d i, equally spaced In time with a period of 0,1 seconds between ooneecntlve samples (10 
H i sampting rate) for the Iqaluit and South Pole data ms, and 0 J  seconds II  Hi) for the 
BAS A ll data set. For this particular study m  needed to analyse dynamic spectra In the
mm  frequency range of up to i J  Hi. We describe l« e  ail the steps tnwlwed Is obtaining 
a dynaiite spectrogram.
Step 1 The frequency for the data series wsm&sf to give a 1 H i Nyqufit frequency if  
equal to 3 samples per second-: The first step In obtaining the spectrum fe bringing the raw 
data frequency to thb salue of I  H i hr averaging taiptker every five canfeeitfve sampiei 
Cfor Iqalult and South Pole only} the BAS A ll data d o iftft need any averaging itaeg It is 
already recorded at 1 H i) , This prorais of averaging the raw data Is equivalent to high pais 
altering It,
Slop i  Mem we need to group the data points into windows of a certain number of points. 
The algorithm used for the Fait Fourier Transform fFFT tom  here on) requires that the 
number of points In every window Is a power of two. We ptted the width of cor wtadowi to 
be I I I  data points for the following reason: the rasilttag Fourier transform array w ll haw 
the same number o f dements (111), which correspond to I I I  frequency values between -L
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Hi and 1 Ife, or 64 frequency values between 0 and 1 Hi If we look at the positive frequencies 
only (the spectrum Is symmetric about the 0 Hi frequency 1, These 64 frequency values offer 
a food enough resolution for the 0 to i Hi interval, and they w ill appear In the spectrogram 
as one array. The lis t wtadow contatai the irs t 12d data points of the averaged
data array correjpondiig to the time period to be analysed (frg. 84). To pick the second 
window of lid  data points we slide by 60 p o liti into the data array, so the second window 
w ill contain data points front number 60 to number 167 iti the data array. This sliding 
period of 60 points b aJso recommended by the FFT algorithm (fc should be roughly one 
half of the ifee of the wtadow}. We continue tills process of grouping the data points Into 
windows until the whole data array to be analped b "covered” by three windows.
Wffitptf 1j _ ------- — -----       1
1 1 1  H i i i  «* 1SQ 11! f i i  189 IN Iff
i   »
WMBW 1 II I
pinSfw I
Figure 8-4; Grouping the data pofnts to wtadow
In steps I  and 4 m  perform several operation on each of the data windowi, resulting 
to the transformed arrays that are pea# to be plotted.
ito p  8 M ore paformtag the F IT  on every data wtadow we need to m ultiply it with 
a wtadow function (fig, 8-2, b} that changes paduaHy from mo to a rnKtaum and then 
back to f«ro. Thb particular type of window Is called a Ham window. Not# that grouping 
the data points the way we- described earlier Is equivalent to multtplytai the whole data
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array with a step fimctioa which to eqnal to I for the H i points pldted for the window 
and to 0 for the w it of the data points. By m itip iyta jj the data wtadow with the Ham 
wtadow we smooth out theedfsf* the resulting product decreasing slowly to 0 towards both 
ends of the array, therefore avoiding laafa,p from one frequency to another, ai described 
in [Press et a l, |#§||, chapter *Data Windowing1. This procedure to Hhutrttod ta I f - 14,
I £ u
i
:• 1 S n !j & i * '• ■' r




tj h ' a
((a! caw d a ta H aas w tadow product
Figure M i  lllttstrattaf the effect of framing
Step 4 At thto *tap  we are ready w p«fbrm the FFT as d®erfbsd in the IDL man- 
nils [IDL Reference Ontde, 1091], for each of the data windows we gpt a l i i  element 
compIoK array In order to obtain the power spectrum from this eompfa array we take Its 
magnitude (absolute value) and then square It,- after which m  retata the positive frsquen* 
cles only, that to half of the resulting array (due to symmetry about the 0 Hi frequency). 
Optionally we could (and we do) operate on these arrap with the log function, to bring the 
numbers Into a more convenient range.
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Step ® We are now ready to build an Image for (he dynamic spectrogram. What we 
have m for h a number of arrays of 64 elements each* equal to the number of windows. 
Each of these am p b indexed by the 64 frequency values between 0 and I Hz and w ill 
contain the tow power at all these frequencies, for the corresponding data window. The 
time spacing of these am p Is determined by multiplying the sliding period (60) frith the 
sampling interval of the data (4  s), so the resulting time resolution ip 80 seconds. When 
m  chape the number of elements of a window for the PET as described earlier, to  took 
into account the baboon between the frequency resolution 11/64 Hz, 'Terttca! resolution*) 
and the time resolution (86 #, ^horfeontal resolution* J. The result of increasing one of three 
quantities ii decreasing the other one. fo r eample If to  had pldred the next higher power 
of I  for the number of potats of a window, U, 216, the frequency resolution would hare 
taereapri to 1/iiS  Hf whereas the time resolution would have, decreased to 611 seconds. The 
spectrogram®! axes labels w ill be time in (seconds for the absctea Ix-arisJ and ta-quency in 
Hertz for the ordinate Cy«bJ, The Fourier Transformed arrays aw Imaged as eonsacutrva 
vertical ban, frith a color assigned for every element of every array. The color ranges are 
described by a scaled color bar that accompanls the ipictropam  (fig. 8*4, top panel).
3«S W IND S»t®tllt« Orbit mA Oats Anaiyifo
The WWD satellite was laundted sueeessMly on November 1, 1004, fern Cape Canaveral, 
Florida, on a Delta II launch vehicle. Together with Qeotal, M ar and 90HD projects, 
they constitute a cooperative satellite project d«|paied the International Solar Terrestrial 
Physics (I8TPI program whidi atas at plntag Improved understanding of the pfrysic* of 
solar tertw trial relations. Deslpied to be a solar wind monitor, WIND has provided rnea*
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ggrsment* of the solar-vtad plasma before It catches the Earth, Figure 3-3 U a projection 
of the iatelllteg orbit on the (X  -  Vksse ptone for the period of Interest In onr stadr The 
CS1 (Geocentric Solar Ecliptic) coordinate system b centered at the center of the Earth., 
the g-«ls points towards the gun, the i-a i#  Is perpsndfcaiaron the ecliptic plane and points 
toward? North, and the y-ash completes a right handed Cartesian coordinate system, The 
satellite did not go wry far away from the ecliptic plane, maintaining Its Zone position 
between *20 and 20 Earth Radii There are 'numerous experiments ©o board- Following Is 
a list of at! the experiments on WIND:
« Hot Plasma and Chaffed Particles (3BP) 
c Transtent Gamma Ray and EW  Spectrometer (TORSI 
« Magnetic Field lastrtimeot (MFI)
« Pfama and Radio Wrnm (WAVES)
• Solar Wind Experiment ffW l)
« Energetic Particle Aooefonfcftn, Composition and Transport (EPACT) 
c Solar Wind and Supretherraal Ion Composttton §tudl« (IW ICi/STlCS)
« Gamma Ray Bunt Detector (ROOTS)
In onr stady we- u» data from the Solar Wind Experiment {[Ogtivle et •!„ 19081) and the 
Magnetic F|«ld Increment f [Leppfng et aJL ffliij) ,  The data h available ta the Common 
Data Format, a seiMeicribing data abstraction developed by NSfDC (National Space Sci­
ence Data Center) for the- storage and manipulation o f multidimensional data ta a discipline- 
Independent fashion. We extract and we the following golar wind key parameters:
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•  density (mT*)
• velodty components {kmf*), C f l coordinates
•  Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) components [nT)> 081 coordinates
• spacecraft location {Earth Radii), O il coordinatei
Using these parameters m  calculate the magnitude of tbs wind velocity (om •  gg +■ v* + »f J, 
tbs talar «tgd dynamic prew w  {p4m ■ miWm§v%r, where m# b tbs mass of a proton), 
the magnitude of th t IMF (B m f l j  += B'l +■ |?J) aid the IMF com angle or spiral angle 
(ComAngie m oox'HBt/B)), (a oar study m  wffl use the solar wind dynamic pressure as 
a measure of the force « tn td  by the lolar wind on the magnBtogphare. and m  wffl neglect 
tb i plasma pramr# and the magnetic pr«rin» beeauie tbay are n id i smaller than the 
drnamfe pressure, Figure g«4 is as eample of the format that m  chose for plotting the 
wfad parameters;
•  panel I  -*• the solar wind dynamic pressure
•  panel 'i =#■ the solar wind w locitf
• panel 4 -*■ the magnitude of tbs IMF
• panel I  «# tbs IMP cone angle
•  panel 6 -♦ the IMF B*
The first panel contalEs the dynamic spectrogram of tto  magnetometer data, as we specified 
earlier, The blade trace represents the total ware power between 0.1 H i and 141 Hz, This 
frequency « n p  orerlaps over the boundary of two types of Pe pulsations, the Pci ranp {0,1
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Hi to S.0 Hi) aid the Pc2 range (thl H i to 0,2 H i), (Salto.. 1909, Fukuotohi et al,s 1M I], 
aid tndadef the Pci/2 frequency mage (0.1 H i to 0.4 H i), [PopedtL 109l|. The spectro- 
grim fi tfae^hlfted with respect to the Universal Time at the bottom of the plot (aid 
therefore with the wfad parameter), by the time It tab* an interptaetftry diseontfaufty 
to reach the ground from WIND- We calculated thb time by considering radial adroe» 
tfe i of the dfaoitfm ifty at the plasma bulk spend from the i&teffite to the mjjpatop&ufe 
), to which m  added an estra two minutes to account for the propagation 
of a disturbance through the magnetosphere to a la s  tube and down the flip? tube to the 
ground observatory. Recent interest in space ra th e r with an emphasis on geomagnetic 
forecasting using Li solar wind monitors haw made determining these time*shtfti the sub­
ject of many studies [PajTqgta et a L 1099, PauiareM et aL ISIS, Richardson et aL IMS], 
In the [Paoiarena et &L ISiSj gtudy of the eorrekttoni between spacecraft, a histogram of 
the maximum correlation as a function o f« tra  tag ta P«form§d (figure 6)« The hfitogmm 
strongly peafa near lero on a seal# from -W  to §0 minutes, Implying that the adwetion 
shift fa a pod approximation of the propagation time for the itruetur® being correlated.
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Chapter 4
Results and Conclusions
We have described ta the previous chapter the methods that m  fflfid to process the espare 
fmental data for this study. In this chapter m  first analyze a few individual events, then 
present the statistics from the two difihrent approaches eed fg the study, the ground «* 
wind approach I took at the pound data first and then took for a cauie in the solar wind 
data! aid wind ^  poind (look for solar wind pressure events first and then took at the 
pound responsej. fina lly m  discuss and conclude the results of thb work,
44 Cm# Studfef
The Idea for our study came from simultaneous observations of the solar wind dynamic 
pressure (m nteagure-d by the WIND fiateflltel aid power spectra of Pci m m  on the pound. 
Figure (441 Is an example of fud i an observation. The first thing to note In this figure b 
the way the dynamic pressure behaves (second panel from the topis It Is relatively constant 
(around I sP&| until 1345 CJT when It suddenly jumps about CJJ nPa, then It continu® to 
gradually incnMM ip  to shout 6 nPs at lfli27 OT when it suddenly drops hade to I uP*. 
In the top panel the s ta tio n  of th® total wave power matches fafriy well the vwfatlos of 
the dynamic praam®, Note the jump at U jII ITT, the gradual tacreafe, sod then the drop 
at 16r|? ITT. Also note the little  dip in the power at 14:3d (IT caused probably fay the 
simultaneous pressure dip, Thb variation is also Illustrated wry well In the spectrogram; 
the wave train commences st the presrure Jump, the rotor changes towards higher power,
IS
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Figure 44; Wfad param«t«ra md Iqaluft m fcwpilsfttfai ipBctrem, April 01, I l f  1
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and then the mm  activity suddenly stops at the pressure drop, An interesting thing to 
note here b the Increase Is the mm  frequency that accompanies the pressure Increase-; thb 
Is due to the increase of the magnetic field at the wave source dtfffng the compression, After 
IQ dK) UT the wive power pkb op again despite the pressure remaining constant, bat the 
nature of the waves change*. The mvm after IQjQO UT are Pll waves; they are the result of 
the sudden southward tim ing of the IMF Bs (bottom panel) which induces erosion at the 
nose of the magnetopause- accompanied by daj^ iide particle precipitation In the Ionosphere, 
The last thing to note here is the position of the fateillte, m f  fa  upstream (Earn « I I I  
RE) and very hr off the gumEarth line (Yase 9  Si RE). We mentioned thb because we 
wfl! sm later la thb chapter what the liiuence of the position of the satellite Is on the 
similarity of the variation of the pressure and the wave pmrer.
A stalLar eamplfc this time from the Antarctic station BA3*AQi, b pnM od in Figure 
|44). There Is a Jump In the dynamic pressure at 11:1! UT, accompanied by a Jump ta 
the total power and the start of a Pci wave train. For the nett half hour the pressure 
keeps rising, and go do the power and the frequency of the warn At 11*40 UT the pressure 
reaches a plateau at I  nPa, and then It «tap constant for the n « t tire hours, when It 
suddenly drops back to ^  U  tPa, The wave production Is maintained during the plateau 
and It ends uteultanw® with the pressure drop at 14*40 UT, After thb time the IMF B i 
turns southward and partide precipitation begfn§s accompanied by the production of P ll 
waves. The satellite Is ® tfl fairly fa  upstream (Kme *  IM  RE) but is a lot closer to the 
5un-Earth On® (Yase •  -W  RE).
Another Interesting example, a little  different from the previous ones., Is given In Figure 
(44), The pressure Increase-s abruptly from 0,1 nPa to 2,2 nPa at L3s00 UT. Thb jump b
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FCgm# 4-1: Wind param«t«s and Cqaiiift mlcwpnfaitfot •poctrum. Ang®!; 12, ISSI
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maccompanied by a jump In the total wave power and a commencement of a wave tw in in 
the ap«ttogrsm, After the jump the pressure increases very slowly labout 048 rapa/hour) 
tflm H i dtBk, np to i  nPa at 20410 UT. The mm  pour does not TeeT the stew pressure 
Increase, so It stays approximately constant for a fang time 14 horan). until the Pel train 
flops. The flow prusure gradient cannot move the source into a stronger magnetic held 
region, gto the wave fr«peney does not increase either. On the contrary, the source mown 
into the afternoon, so the mapetle held at the source decreases, m olting in & decrease of 
the mm frequency. The iiftita e d  rektwelf high preiiure maintains the mm  production 
up to late afternoon (ITiflO UT) when the compression on the dusk flank Is not strong enough 
anymore to push the proton population source to margiisJ cyclotron wave instability, and 
the wave production stops.
One final (example of a ppgsiiLWMdftom Pci mm train is shown in figure CM), B«tdes 
the featuris that m  haw sera in the earlier examples f pressure j umps and drops aecompa* 
fifed hy wave power jumps and drops, or snitalied high pressure aecompttiid by eeittauous 
mm  production), here m  am a gradual pregiur# decrease tom  4 J  nPa at IMO UT to about 
I  nPa at W ilfl UT* Accordingly the mm  power gradually drop* and the mm  spectrum 
gradually fades away until the wave productions itopi. A summary of the different tolar 
wind ppssiOTs featffl» and their effect at h r  on the pound to presented In Table (4.1),
Wore ptng on to the statistical analysts we want to show an example of an event 
where a relatively bigs increase fa the dynamic pressure had no influence on the Pci wave 
production m measured with the magnetometers, Ftpne (4-S), Later on this went wffl be 
called a lommaichtag event. Note the gradual pressure Increases tom  11 ? 30 UT to 14 \ 00 
UT and tom 11100 UT to I I 141 UT with no ®qulval«ut Pci wave power increases.
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Figme M i Wind paff&m«$«i and Iqalijtt mlcrspuiiatlQi ipf-ctpm s September 24  1811
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mTable 4-li Summary of the pressure features and tbetr effect on the ground.
Feature Effect on the pound
pressure jump guddea wav# eommmceuwnt or amplification
gradual pressure Incresie gradual wave power and wave frequency increase
gradual pressure decrease gradual m m  power decrease
sudden pressure drop' sudden wave power drop and end of wave train
4.3 Statistical Study
After obswvlni events like the oneg presented ta the previous section m  decided to study 
the influence of the iolar wind dpamlc pressure on the production of proton cyclotron 
waves from t  statistical point of view, The time interm! of data eofleetfon for th ii study 
spans a t«m par period {i f f  I  and 1990) near the solar mtafamiffl. We have dtopo the 
three stations Iqaluft* South Pol# and SA I*A IL for several reasons. T w  of the reafois 
irere the data quality and data rawage; m  haw a «wy pod mieropttlsatfoi station ideally 
located ta Sondre itromljopd,- Greenland, but the data coverage for the time interval that 
m  picked for our study was poor. The data were also fairly noisy, so m  decided against 
using th ii station for « r  111%, fqalult station functfoied properly during the first half of 
out (study time, so we chose Iqaiutt as our northern henilsphere station-. The South Pole 
station is magnetically oanfuipte with (qaluit, so together they make a pod set of stations 
for confupcf stud!®, 0 AS*All functioned remarfably well during the second half o f our 
study fit wm not taitdled for the first half o f our study time), 0 AS-All Is located at a 
lower geomagnetic latitade than 801th Bote this set of stations can be used for latitude 
dependency studies. South Pole was the station that provided data for the whole study
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Table 4Mi Data eovB^p for the time Itttervsl of our study.
Year Iqalult gouth Piste BAS-Ait 
i99 i m  i«  o
1990 0 270 14?
Interval, even though the data wws not as clean as the data fro® IqaJult and BA§«AiL 
Our stations are built inch that eomparfion with one another ta possible (they haw the 
same parameters* such is  sensitivity and frequency response), brut there are local foetors 
(such as proximity to other faitramentf or power sourw, wind, power interruptions) that 
mate the quality of the data quite different from one nation to another, The mjerepulistfen 
data enwrap, in dap, for all the three stations Is summarfeed in Table (4.2).
4 1 4  Approach l i  Ground -► w ind
With all these data available m  began our work by plotting all th© data In the styi# ©f 
Figures (44) to (4*4), Our Intent was to look at the spectrograms tret (top panel) and to 
Isolate mm  ©vents, then look at the dynamic pressure and Judge whether It had an tefltienc# 
on th# production of the waves. We had to haw a definition for what we meant b f I  mm  
went for our study, W© call a ware event a wave train that ta dearly wra ta the spectrogram, 
ta Pet type (band-limited frequency) and ta at bait 94 hours long. The relationship between 
Isolated sudden (< I  mln) tmpufaeg (magnetic field tacreases of at bast 10 nT due to modest 
magnetoipheTic compressions) rand enhanoements @r onset of Pci at high latitude pound 
stations Is well established ([Obon and bm W ill, (Anderson and Hamilton, W ill), In this
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Table 4 J- Statistics for Approach 1, pound «*• wind.
Year Wave Station
events
Matching Nomraatchtag No data 
events events
1993 i l l  Iqaluit 34 (20%) 97 (90%) 0
South Pole 90(17%) 97(93%) 4
ISP 114 BAS.A8I i l l  18%) 111183%) 0
South Pate 21(12%) Wl (88%) I t
study m  deal with relatively long duration mam trains, from 0 J  hours up to I t  homi {the 
whole day*sidff)5 afid atrongir compressions (»« section 4,2,2). A careful review o f the 
esainphw given In the previous section showi that not only the total power matebei M rly 
utB the variation of the dynamic pressure. If m  deftne an upper cutoff frequency for the 
wave*, which w ild  be a mine of the frequency at the upper frequency pat of the band 
{basically a line that goss through points of the game color at the top of th® band) , m  can 
m  that also thta upper cutoff frequency follow  the pressure varktionj fairly wsIL Thfe ta 
true i*  bog m the pressure gradient m large enough (m  w tl see what large enough means In 
section 4.2.3), but Is no loopr valid for events like the one ta Flpne (4*2), We decided for 
our study to compare the total wave power with the golar wtad dynamic pressure. We called 
a matching event an event for which the total wave power variation matches the- variation of 
the solar wind dynamic pressure. The statistic! for this approach are summarized ta Table 
|4 J), The fa t column contains the total number of events observed ta each of the tiro 
pare at the fa t station from the second column, corresponding to the respective year. The
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third column contains the number of matching events for the respective elation together 
with the percentage of the total number of wave events In brackets. For par 1991 m  footed 
«  the Iqaluit data fim,, hence the 0 ta the “No data5 column, We haw Isolated I I I  wave 
events.: for all but 4 of these events data were also available from the South Pole station. We 
found that only fa $4 of the I I I  events observed at Iqaluit the total wave power matched 
the variations of the solar wind dynamic pressure, This represents only W% of the total 
number of wave events. The statistics at South Pole were eves fewer due to those few data 
dropouts. For pa r 1996 we looted at BAI-Adl data and we Isolated 184 events, about lfl% 
more than ta the prevfoui par at Iqaluit: this fe not surprising since the data coverage at 
iA J,A Jl Is about 36% bettor than at Iqaluit,. as can be seen from Table (4.2). Only 39 of 
these events wwe matching events, which Is only 18% of the total number of wave events. 
The relative number of matching event# from the two yean b about the same, showing that 
the statistics are good fflough, T frlf approach shows that only approidmatejj one © it of 
five wave events has the solar wind dynamic praifwe m the olvtois cause. For the rest of 
the events the dynamic pressure was relatively tow f t  nPaJ and constant.
These re fills  were not wactly  what ire were expecting to see. We noticed one thing 
hmrewn the solar wind dynamic pressure during the matduog evmtts was «  average about 
I  nPa higher than the pressure during the nommatcfafng emus. This fact deferofnod ®  to 
reconsider the approach of the itudy and to start over by looking at the WIMD data in t. 
sort It according to some criteria and then took at Its effects on th® pound.
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m4.2.2 Approach i i  W ind G round
Looking at tit# wind dynamic pre iiurn first we needed a definition for a pre«nre event and 
then gome criteria to .separate pnm p events. We choie th# mast ©Wans criteria; th# 
amount of pressure dianga and th# rate of Its change, A ft«  mreftrfly analyzing all the 
data m  decided on the following definition for a pressure events a preiiure event Is any 
pressure facreise or decrease that hag an absolute pressure variation between the final and 
Initial pressuras of at fout fl.fi nPa, hv an absolute rate of pressure change of at least 0.15 
nPa/haitr, and b at least I / I  hour long if  it fc puLs# type Imp and down). The 1/2 hour 
length separatfi our events from the rudden Impulse type of events which have a maximum 
duration of 10 mfautii.- Mote that with this defin ition of a pfwsure ewm m  could have 
several pR»ure events In on# day, og. th# pressure rtf# and drop In Figure (44), which 
were counted as two matching events. Also note that m  could mte events for which the 
dynamic prepare If high enough ft© creat# wav#»gen#ratfag compwsten) to start with? 
thta situation to hoover wtf unlikely to occur since sustained hip  pPHsnre almost never 
Ijjts  for 12 homi continuously so we could at la s t catch the decompression fa our plots 
| which we did fa several eases). A wave event b defined the same way as fa the previous 
section. One last thing to note her# to that fa the process of esanttig m  did oof count as 
non-matching events the pressure drop that occurred wUl# waves were not pr«sttt on the 
gromd, W# left out these types of events because ire could not specify their effect on the 
waves, stnee there were no waves. The statistics for thb second approach are summarized 
fa Table (44). In the IqaluftAVTND data we have counted 120 pressure events, We recall 
here that we had ififi dap of data cowrap at Iqaluit (4 J) and qualify WIND data was
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Mo data Noisy 
((useless data)
IMS H I Iqalutt 93 (00%) 14 (30%) 0 1
Snath Pol# ®4 (70%) 87 (30%) 13 11
IMS 107 BAS-Ail 7 i m % ) 14 (16%) ft I I
South Pole Iff (74%) 80 (88%) IT 2
avnfbbfo for all bat I I  of these days. For those 13 day* either the ®atettit® was tasld® the 
tta p f4QSpb®p or there gfnsply were data gaps, Out of these IP  pressure wants one was 
too ootsy to determine anything, i l  (00%) o f them were matdttag wants and 14 (80%) were 
nonmatchmg events. In the enteulatfaa o f the pweentap® m  ffictaded the noisy went. 
The loath Pole station had fairer quality data reflected t>y the 13 missing data events and 
11 noisy data mm*, The wave poww ta the Sooth Pol# data was much water than the 
power at Iqaluft resulting fa the tocrea*® of the number of ooB-matcMng events, In 18®i 
there mm a few more WIND data dreptoutf i l l  days) than ta IMS. W® hare Mated 10? 
pressure events, BAf*ASl data had fans periods of very noisy signal ®o we couldtft study 
SI of the pressure events, TL of the remaining ©rents (84%) were matching events and 14 
(16%) were norematefaing, W# again omitted the ootiy events ta th# c ifc ila tfe i of these 
percentagei, Th# South Pol® statten data had »om® gaps again (for i?  of the events! and 
the wave signatures were much weaker than those at IA S *A ll,
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4J  Mmmmlm and Conclusions
We have studied the Influence of the »Iar wind dynamic pressure on the tatograteri wave 
power o f geomagnetic puljaftons with the frequencies to the 0.144) H* hand from & statis­
tical paint of ytaw, Itasshly 80% of the pressure events (m defined In the previous section) 
had a dear influence on the production or enhancement of the wares observed on the ground.
The physical tatorpretatton of thta phenomenon fe bellewd to be the Mowing, Enhanced 
solar wtad dynamic prepare impta^agon the sabroiar magnetopause compresses the mag. 
tetosphertc fits  tubes In the outer magnetosphere, 4 i & result of this comprasstaft the 
tempernture anisotropy of the hot proton populations present on those fits tabes tacreaseps., 
driving the proton dlitrtautlons towards cyclotron instability and Pci ware production* If 
the pressure teeps continually pushing the plasma towards increased anisotropy, the micro­
scopic action to reduce this anisotropy ipftch angle scattering) can lead to a steady state 
balance corresponding to the im tabttity threshold, and ware production an  be maintained 
for long time intervals.
In ow tre t approach from the previous section we found that there are many more 
ware events that are not related to solar wtad dynamic pressure variations ( 80%), 
As other authors haw suggrored [Fairfield et al„, 1980, Lin i t  ai„ 1990a, Lin at al„ 1996b, 
Sibeck and Koretova, ISM] pressure pulses downstream of the Earth’s bowitotik can be 
generated by other causes than the dynamic presrure eg, sudden fcfaanys  ta the Interplan­
etary magnetic field (IMF) orientation, or the interaction of tew ©one angle IMP with the 
bowshocfe, Howewr, these pressure pulses could mostly be the cause of Pel bursts and they 
cannot explain the long duration ware trains observed.
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We suggest a mechanism similar to the solar wind pressure driven one* o ily  this tlme 
the compression Is spatial In the sense that the compression Is produced by the drift of 
the proton populations from the flank of the magnetosphere Into the more eompreised 
dayitde magnetosphere, Hot anisotropic proton populations with the velocity distribution 
anfaotropy close to the threshold mine drift from the disk flank of the magnetosphere 
towards noon (Pigme 4*0). As they d rift Into the stronger magnetic field of the compressed
Figure 4*fii D rift dtnctkra of hot anisotropic protons [Klrelson and Rmsflh IMS]
sibsolmr magnetosphere their equatorial pftA  angie increases, driving the distributions 
towards listahflity threshold, This bypstbwfe i* ta agreement with oar observations of 
unlwrsal time distributions of mm  events fFigure 4-7) at our Antarctic ground station 
BAJbAlL In Figure (4*7) we plotted the number of hours of warn events as a function of
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Table 44; Ap tod® i f  derived from the Kp tides.
Kp _ 0 0+^ 1* i 1+ %- 2 2+ 3* 3 3th 4- 4 fi­
ftp 0 I 3 4 1 6 7 § 11 is 18 HO i f l l
Kp m i §4* ta 6 8+ 7- f 7 th 8* 8 34- 8- 9
ftp m i f 43 m 87 80 14 111 111 114 I f f I f f 136 300 400
the time o f oeenrremce, for the time period Janu&iy*<fuly I f  §6, The local magnetic noon for
iA S * A 3 l  i i  a t 141W  U T , T h e  d is trib u tio n  peaks strongly In  th e  afternoon where th e  hot 
protoa d ta tr ib n tta if d r ift  from  th #  d u ik  fla n k i m ost o f th is #  protons esft th e  m a p e to ip h e re  
around lo o n  £
lloee t i l l  proposed mechanism reqnfres infection of particle* on open drift orbits (Ffaare 
4*61 s m  tried to we if  there ta any collection between the prMence of m m  aid the level 
of diitiirbance fa the Earths magnetic field da# to iibstormf.: We chose to look at the ftp 
tad®, which ta the linear oqtivafent of the Kp fad®, The Kp fad® ta a planetary three 
hour reap tad® computed from I I  geomagnetic obffrvawrfai between 44 degrees md ®5 
degrees northern or southern geomagnetic latitudes. It ta a qaiiMojprithm tc tad® of the 
3*houriy rangs ta magnetic a c tifftf relatta® to an asstmed qulet-daf curve, The scale ta 0  
to 9 expressed In thfrds of a n it,  e#  8* ta 4 1 /3 ,1 ta § a id  |+  ta 8 1/3. The ftp fad® 
ta derived from the Kp fad® as Hluftruted fa Table 4J, We plotted a fatatojram of the 
ftp tad® during all the wave evems observed between Jammy and -M r 1®§6 f Figure M s 
bine line) md compared It to a histogram of a ll the ftp tad® values for the same period of
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time I red line, normaliied to the blue distribution). As It cm be seem from these figures, 
there |g no obvious difference between the two distribution* of Ap values We conclude 
that m  coiild not am assy relationship between the level of geomagnetic dtotwbanee and 
the presence of Pci waves, One reason for Ming to am this connection could be because
J
AP
Figure 44fc Distribution of Ap tad« for the entire JamniyJq|y liS i period (bios), and 
during ware wants only fredl
the Kp Index land therefore also Ap) b calculated tom  mMdatilnde statloni, A better 
Index that we could haw used In our study if  the auroral etectrojet index (A lb  which is a 
measure of the electron precipitation at high latitudes, Unfortunately these AE data were 
not available for the p a s  covered ta our study
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b  W H O  a good tolar wtad nodtor? One question that has arisen during the study 
was how food of a lolar wind monitor the WIND satellite fe, §tnee its orbit often places 
It at feftiy l«»s distances ftotn the Earth or from the Sun-E&rth line, and the possibility 
arises that some of the solar wind features measured at the satellite** position would never 
readi the Earth. We tried to answer this question at feast for the purpose of our study. 
In an earlier study of the relationship between Interplanetary conditions and the pound* 
baaed D*t tides, [Q tirtoi et d« 1073] have found a good correlation between increases te 
the solar wind dynamic pressure and increases Is the Dst lid ® . The Dst tad® l i  a assure 
of the worldwide deviation of the H component of the Earth's magnetic field at mfddatltude 
ground stations from their quiet day values, Dst b a widely used parameter ta the study 
of portggnetle itorma, but in our cane m  wifi me it as & measure of the maipetospbsrfe 
coffiprerstom We have plotted the solar wind dynamic pressure from WIND and the Dst 
index for the two pare of our study, The Dst tadex data was detrended ta order to remove 
the influence of the magasttspfanric rtng current, An example plot Is shown ta Figure 4* 
0 where the green Itae reprw nti the pressure on a scale of 0 to 10 nPa and the red Ufa# 
represents the Dst Index on a scale of -110 to 10 nT, In order to find a criterion for choosing 
the pressure taereases, we have taken the average values of the pressure, firet for the entire 
two pare and then separately for the matching events of our study. We have found that 
the average tolar wind pressure during the whole study interval was |  J  nPa where* the 
average pressure during the matching events was 41 nPa, Hence m  chose to study the 
influence on tire Dst of any pressure tacrease ah me- 4 nPa (the dotted lie  ta Figure 44). 
We found that 110 of the total of SM pressure taere-ases above 4 nPa haw produced a 
positive Dst excfflffon of 80 nT or more, representing a percentage of 10%, This means
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that for the purpose of oar it® #  WIND wm a food solar w ild pressure monitor. Another 
Indicator of the appropriatesass of the tie  of WIND pressure data for oar stu# is a plot 
of the projection of the satellite'* position on the ecliptic plane (Figure 440) during ow
matching events. It can be clearly sren that the matching ewuts are not confined within a 
certain distance to the Earth or within a certain distance front the Sus*Esrth line, hut th^  
occur everywhere along the satellite’* sunward side orbit, The possibility still edit* that 
gome solar wind foatnres that hit the Earth might not have been observed by the satellite, 
and thepi could also account for some of the wave events seen on the ground that haw no 
connection with the satellite data. [Paalarena i t  gj„ MHWj, ta their study of correlations 
between WIND, (MP*d and Interbalhl satelites,. found no dependence of the eorrfdatlon 
on gpaeseiift separatls! ta either Xim, or Ym , Tlie fact that m  observe matching events 
when the satellite if  for from the Sundkrth line |S0 RE) or way far upstream ItW  RE) m 
in agreement with the [Paularena ^  |g |i| study
Wo hare noticed ta ievertj oeeaffcss that production or enhancement of wins was 
caupd by pw sire jumps that mm smaller than the chosen lower lim it of Q J  nPa for a 
pressure event (eg. the Jump at 1331UT on April I, I l f  I, Figure 4*i). Thooppffliretase 
when wave preductton or m laiesffigfit wu not tadaced by a ta fs r than 0J  nPa pressure 
Jump or increase was abo observed (covered in the nommatchfag events statistics). This 
means that choosing the same lower to ft for all the events is somewhat mappreprlate; 
depending on the fpeclflc conditions for each event (&g. how dose to testability a particle 
populatfoie distribution anisotropy is. or the mm  presence of a hot anisotropic preton 
population ta the outer magsetQiphere at that tires), the snots pressure Jump could or could 
not indue# wave production or enhancement. What ©ur ®tu# e©ndad«§ is that to most of
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TO
the e*m a pressure variation of at fea*t 0 J  «Pa w ill affect the production or enhancement 
of proton cyclotron wavrn The same discussion also holds for the chosen pressure gradient of 
043 Bpa/hour, These lower limits for the pressure variation and the pressure gradient could 
be psrametertsad If one knew th# distribution function of the hot ourer-magnetospherie
proton populations, Here Is & see-narf© of the calculations that can be road# In order to 
predict whether a pressure variation can induce proton cyclotron instability* the solar wind 
dynamic pressure and the g-cemponent of the taterplanetarf magnetic Add can be used 
to accurately predict the position of the magnetopause (Shu# ®t aL MIS], which In turn 
can be used to calcuLat# the msgne-tegpherfe m apitic held at the location of the wave 
source [Tiypfiento, M il], Hence we can caleilatt the pamlM plasma beta dnr  and then 
using apatfon (24,19} of Chapter 2, with the calculated tempeimture anisotropy, m  osutd 
dctermtac whether the plasma ta unstable to preton cyclotron waww,
S fn m iiiiy
• By looking at the pound data ta t we found that for only 19% o f the mm  events the 
the total a t  power variation was similar to the variation of the solar wind dynamic 
pressure.
« In the second approach we looked at the solar wind pressure data ta t and we found 
that 11% of the pressure variations of at least 04 nPa and at toast 048 nPa/hour 
were the caw  of simitar wave power variations on the ground,
•  We found that for the purpose of our study the WIND satellite was & pod solar wind 
monitor, life  of the note wind dynamic pressure increases above 4 opa were the
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cum o f a positive Dst escursioi of at least 80 nT, fa a scatter plot o f the satellite's 
X  -  Yme position m  found matefafaf prassurfrffWfe power events as far as ©Q RE o f 
the iundkrth line and as far as 200 E l upstream o f the Earth .
• The cause of the %l% remaining mm events could be the hsM K fa the proton 
populations5 temperature gnbotropy due to drffttag Into the ftronjpr magnetic W d 
of the iuhsoiar magnetosphere.
c Staee Pel waves am created hr wawe-partiete fat«mctlpns with magmtoipherie hot 
snlsotropfe proton populatfonfm  espgcted to find a correlation between some mag* 
netie disturbance fades f that would reflect the presence of the hot protons) and periods 
with mvm. We found no such correction ta the Ap fades; the better indicator would 
haw been the AS fades but m  had no AS fades data available.
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Figme 4*8: M ar wind pwasur# tmm WWD m i tbs pstmd-hassd Dst M es
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Figure 4*10: WWD position during matching
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Appendices




At w ay station there are three induction antennas* seh measuring oie ef the Cartesian 
eomponeatiof the Earths magneticMd fariatio i f & B 9//QL # 5 s/#t}. Theullage 
fadured to an antenna b directly proporttonal to the- variation of the magnetic fins through 
the antenna!
b the magnetic fits  through the antenna.
The antennas were dfrijfM d so that their geniftR% i l  marfmtod while maintaining a 
reasonable phpfoal sfie fa cylinder i l l  cm long aid 6MI cm to dtan it« }. Thii to much 
smalfer than the old coils f 1J3 m long Md 1S,1 cm In dimeter} designed by Qodo Parady 
at the U n lra lty of Mtanwota ([Parsdy* 1674]}. The final de rip  tacladed 10 m all ® is 
wound with 10,000 turns o f p u p  I f  coated magnet wire per coB (Figure A4)? connected 
ta «erfe wd placed around a ? t,i cm long p*oetaI rod (Ugh magnetic permeability}. The 
w iltin g  fgoittM tief were- approximately IP  pFreT*l f f f l . The swrftiwfty Is defined 
as the- amplitude of the antenna output signal to Volts, when the m astic  field oscilla tes
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where
with an amplitude of I oT and a frequency of I Hi, Figure A»2 datum the schematics of 
a complete station. The signal from each antenna Is taputed into a preamplifier (Figure 
A«3) with a nominal gain of III*  From the output of the preamplifier the signal foes 
through a short 11 m) cable Into the junction box, AO of the components described so far 
are burted into the pound at the location of the magnetic field measurement,. From the 
junction hm the signal Is transported through a toni |IP  « 300 ml cable to the location 
where the measurements are recorded, an enclosed area. Here the signals are inputed into 
three Identical amplifiers {Figure A«4) with a p in  of 144, The galas for the preamplifiers 
and the amplifieri where chosen so that the final output signals are at full range £10 Vblti 
for a variation of the magnetic field with an amplitude of 24 nT and a frequent of I H i 
{th® Is called a “24nT Ms ftifl scale”, |. This tm  be ffluitrated by calculating the output 
voltage for a magnetic field variation of 24 u'T at 1 H i, by multiplying this value with the 
seoffcWtf and the pins of the preampUftare and ampIMfatii
f / r f » 84 {nTMs) * IS ti(n V /fiT /fff) * 111 * 244 *  10V*
■i
We chose the 24«T Ms fuU sale in order to be able to compare q«M itatiw4y our msa- 
rurements with the Parady design oofi measurements, O h  of the fundamental differencei 
between the current dw tp of the antennas and the old design Is the mechanical eodosure 
of the cols, Note that in our design {Figure A-1) the enclosure is a ptedglaii tube, while 
the old antennas {[Parady, 1974]) were endosid in a i  J  mm thick aluminum tuba,
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FtS«re A4: SAifflftita of a, ffilcropdsa'ttes gtatloa.
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W
Fiptra A*3; Micropatotioa Pre-ampMer,
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Figure A*t; MicTopuisatios Amplifier*




Figure A-5: Mwmstlos of the Data Aqohitkni fp iim ,
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4  J  D a li 4quts!tton Syvtem
After befog amplified, the signal goes iito  the Data Acquisition System (DAS). The DAS 
consists of a Central Procefgfog Unit (CPU) and a (0 Volt * i t  b it Analog to Digital (A to D) 
Convert® fPifupB A«S.h T ie  A to D convert® takes the t i f i  Volt signal and encodes it 
iiiearly into f 1M possible digital mines between 0 and #96 integer or between 0000 and 
OFFF iiesadeetaat T lih  is (usually written mi
[-10,+10] V ■* (OQOO,OOttl,nt,QFFE,QFFF\ngx
Note that the first figure of the encoded signal if  always Itggg or 0000^^, so the first 
fbar bits of tbe 16 bit f t  byte) word are never used, ivery eneoded vaine is represented 
by 11 bits oniy, resulting In tbe name *l2*b!t” for tbe A to D converter* The resolution 
of tbe eneoded signs! m therefore limited by tb li If-b it encoding to 10/1096 Volts. Tbe 
CPU commands tbe A to D converter, more speelically It nedhf It when to sample, Tbe 
sampling frequent In oar case is 10 H i, resilting In a Nyqntot frequency of 8 H i, Tbe 
Nyqnfet frequency represents tbe maximum fre q u e n cy that can be resolved by the fast 
Pointer transform, and It is equal to half of the sampling frequency « I f f  s to oar
case), Tbe CPU also goods the encoded signal to the computer's serial port, Tbe data b 
recorded on the stomp unit fusually an IOMEGA tip  d a l of 100 M l capacity) in a file 
that wifi contain csnieentre® two-byte words.
At the beginnlni of every recording the software that runs the DAS w ill automatically 
©pen a data file for every asfs and wfll create a msoot® fork with housBlB®ptaf tifcrmatfon. 
The resource fo ri is a bidden Macintosh file that stays attached to the data file* The 
information contained ta the bousstosptag resource fork is:
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•  slat loo name
• «l«
c start tine
• sampling frequency 
» scaling
The Magnetosphere Research Laboratory eogtaeera (Marie Widhota and Hank Polben) 
have written a gfmple prqgrammlni language called DQTSpad (Discrete Ordered Time 
iertei), which fe gpeefficfilly designed to display these data. DOTIpad automatically reads 
the Ijoweleeplng information.
A J Callbmitei
Eway sett of cois has been calibrated ta the laboratory before befog shipped into the held 
for fflceiremeite. In order to aidewtand the responie of the colls to different frequency 
fluctuations m  need to obtain the frequency rggpons# of the eolta. To do that m  place 
the coll ta a pure gfaosoldal magnetic field for whidb m  know and can reiy the amplitude 
and foeqiencf. The amplitude of the coll output is recorded for frequencies In the range of 
taterest (0 to I  Hz) and then plotted as a fanction of freqiencf. F ipre (Adi) is an example 
of frequency response for one of the calls.
The calibration ® also needed to make sure that the ootl tensltm tta are close to the 
projected ones. An e xa lte  of the data collected dmlng the- calibration of one set of coils 
Is presented ta Table (A .l). In tb ii o k  ire placed the ceils at a distance of I I I  inches away
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Table A«U Sample calibration for a tot of mlcropulsation eolb,
coll freq dist out sens
X f l j 111 W3 i f l
V UJ I I I Id® 101
E fa-1 I I I IJ l 169
X id 111 1,81 10®
Y id i l l a,74 101
2 id i l l m 10?
X Ml 111 m \m
Y id I I I UM7 13®
2 m I I I 041 143
X 1 jO I I I 1.13 71
Y id i l l TM TO
2 5,0 I I I m $0
from tbe antenna that mm the source of the known magnetic- Seki We recorded the output 
and calculated the seisitivlty of tbe colli for four different frequencies (OJ, 1,1 and I  Mi}. 
Note bow tbe sensh fatty decreases with tbe toetease of tbe frequency,
The aluminum tube of tbe old eafl dstgn [Parady, l#74| mm replaced by plexiglass tubes 
ta tbe new coH design. Tbe difference between the frequency response of the ©oHs In tbe two 
designs ta Illustrated fa Figure A4h The top plot ta a plot of the frequency response of a ootl 
with itm flar characteristics to the on® ®ed fa the &dd, When the coll was placed inside the 
aluminum tub# (bottom curves) the response had much smaller amplitude, Two different 
capacitors were used to ffiuitrat# tbe effort of bringing the resonant L-C peak within the 
frequency range of the plot. The solid Una are tbe results @f a theoretical model and the 
symbols are actual esperimgrttal data points. Tbe bottom plot ta a theoretical model of
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the frequency response of the Dodo colli {[Parady, W?4}| Inside and outside tbe aluminum 
trf»e. Tlals plot illustrates the feet that the signal lam  colli Inside- the aluminum tube is 
itroE^y damped lor most of the frequency raufe- that they were designed for, This wm the 
reason for which tbe new colls design feature a plesiglais tube- Instead o f the old alumlnam 
tube.
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m
Figure Mh Compwlfon of tb@ freqieiey reipoMe for t«o d tfcw t 00I  deftpis.
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Appendix B
Derivation of the C6L equations,
S*1 T il* mom«nt mqmtlm fm th» p&ralM ktasllc mmw
lo chapter 1 m  Grand tbe general moment equation for an sAtwajy faction 
equation (IJ.TJ, To ftnd tlie fa t of tbe COL equatloni m  t«fe
f  m I CL L I}
where
amt b ■ t L  (0.1.1}
\m
# « dependent on the coordinate T through L Let o i ealenfate- tbe dfffewnt derwatw® 
iro lw d  m tbe equation?
W  6 f i  _*\ -  66 s>34
W  m % { f RVll) m m "'fr' M  m 4 1
W  m ci441
W§ m »  mm;V(9*6)
»  fflPji ( if h W x i> 4- § x V *  ff 4 ft* Wh 4 I  * w )
»  mej|(9«Vfe + # x V  xb) (B<U)
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It Ij convenient to separate tbe bulk motion of the distribution and deftne
m (0 4 J )
where V » (3), Mote that according to the definition of we have m  w Os so if  Is the 
speed of the thermal motion. We can define the parallel pnwip as
Pi\ **» («$ )
and the pamltol heat iux-
f i  mp
Let m calcniate each awnp- ta equation ( I J.Tj siparatelp
( ir) *  *  ( ^ )  *■ (® i))
(0.1.71
iOsLIl
rm ( ^ t ) (04.0)
( t y  m rn(% 0 ■ |=  »  rn + (m i,#)) . S  (0.1.10)I I
(<M) ■
[tffC  + ( « „ ■ # >  (^ (K )]
(0.1.11)
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f iff * 1?#) m fn * { 9 • Vb^
m /  iff» (#  * V b )^  4- (^4j?;;t? 4- W:.y} ■ ft?«rSj^j
(04,121
10443
^(ff x | f | « »  m % B \ 1 bj m0 104441
At this point we taisrt equations {04.0} - {0444} ini© equation flJ .T }. pitag tte  
ronsew&tion equation
&£ ^ V - p V m 10441}
and lira scalar product between V\\b and tbe momontam oqaatwi
> w  ... s
ills" ” * 3? * ^  ^s ^  G M  4iwiFi| J  (04.11}
‘get
J W  * | f  *  ^ ' ( f ^  '* '^ 1
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If tlie only aniaotropf In the pressure tenser mum from the eslstcnee of the magnetic field 
8, then the pressure to ile r can he exprejfcd In terms of only p<\ and p±t
Pit mPJtj *• (P i (0448)
This reahistion of the pressure tensor Is called the gpotropie pressure tensor. We can 
further simplify equation 0447, For ogmpte m  can write
{» ,# ) •  (wA w f i)  »  s  \p J tfy  +  (p<i -p  j  »P "* <04491
Noting that I  * (dS/di) m 0 (because I  ta a rector of constant magnitude) and using 114411 




Tlie behavior of the magnetic field 3  ta governed by the induction equation
(04,111
where 8  ta the magnetic diffusion (fc « p r» ss  the diffusion of the magnetic field Unm);
8  -  ^ * * 8 .  (04M l
Here m  could run Into trouble stare equation (04,11) ta written ta terms of the center of 
mass refedtf $  while equation (04 JO) ta in  equation for each species. Assuming that 
f  *  f t m  can use the induction equation to father simplify equation (B4Jfi)«
jjS
S j . m 8 ' W - 8 V ' V  + 6  (0 4 .il)
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Use tlie mass conservation equation (B445) for tlie term V «$%
Talcing the scalar product of h and equation (84,24) fields
d
it (04,151
Inserting this into equation (84,101 and tp h  using tlie mass conservation equation 
(84411, m  obtain
which Is exactly equation ft  ,1J) from ehaptter I,
1 j  The m o iftw t tqw tton  for the perpendicular kinetic m m w
This equation is outer to Bid boeause wo are going to m  the equation that m  imw Just 
found above, eqnatfon fiJJJ , Wo am also pin® to ®e the equation for the total thermal 
energy, obtained by inserting # «  into equation (IJ,F |;
= |Trp+  JfV p W ■ f f (M41
where Tt §m the trace of the pressure tensor and f  Is the total heat iu i
f *  gp(v*0).
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U ita f tbs ©rotroptc preiiapj t«os§r (equation B4<18), m  can ©spun tbs t«m§ from tbs 
lif t  band ltd® of aquation (6*24) ta term* of Pu and p*s
Tr§ m P | , (8. 2J)
m  v -Wj \ l l Wi
»  P i¥  * f  *  (p|| « p4) § * § > (8.24)
Mow eUmtastspn listw i®  equations (BJ4) tad (84*28) to obtain
*  S/OM)*"
wfefcfi b  sqoatlon (2 J48) from Chapter I.
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